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Is Greek Life at WLU like what
we see in the movies?

T

he culture of Greek Life
at Wilfrid Laurier University has made a positive
influence on its members,
contrary to stereotypes often seen in
the media.
Eva Pham, president of the Greek
Life Council and a member of Alpha
Phi, said they are the opposite of
the partying image of sororities and
fraternities seen in movies.

“I feel like we’re very much on
our toes and extremely strict about
things that are let go in the States in
the sororities and fraternities. There
is a no-hazing policy for all of our
sororities and fraternities,” she said.
The Greek Life Council looks after
the two sororities, Alpha Phi and Alpha Omega, and three fraternities, Pi
Kappa Alpha, Sigma Chi and Alpha
Epsilon Pi at Laurier.

“We hold a lot of morals and
values for our ladies and gentlemen
at our fraternities and sororities and
really pride ourselves in our athleticism, being studious, being leaders
and overall having a really good,
positive vibe for all our students to
see our pride as … members.”
Hannah Taalman, president of
Alpha Omega Laurier Chapter, is a
fourth-year Laurier student and is in
her third year as an executive for the
sorority.

“It’s great to meet people that I
wouldn’t have otherwise met unless
it was for Greek Life. It’s been such a
positive experience and I’ve grown
so much as a person,” she said.
Taalman joined Alpha Omega in
first year after wanting a bigger network of people to be included in.
She said being in the sorority
has helped her establish leadership
skills, which she believes is a benefit
for future job opportunities.

“It makes it a more positive
experience and makes Laurier more
comfortable.”
Alpha Omega, as well as other
Greek Life clubs at Laurier, works
with other organizations on campus
such as Not My Laurier and the
Anselma House, a crisis centre for
women and children in Kitchener.
The sorority’s 21st anniversary at
Laurier is on Oct. 27.

ΣΧ

“It’s saddening to think that people still have that perception of what
Greek Life is like, because we are a
big group of people that have come
together because they found their
connections and we’re definitely not
closed off,” she continued.
Pham also feels there can be controversy between Greek Life members and non-members because
people have preconceived negative
stereotypes about them.

Campus, page 5

“Laurier has helped make us successful and helped us last for 21
years, and why not give back to that community and why not help out
our community and make sure Laurier is as strong and as positive and
influential as it can be and is actually making a lot of changes, not only
in the Waterloo Region community but also in Canada,” said Taalman.
From her own experiences, Taalman also believes the image of
Greek Life is different from the stereotypes seen in movies.

ΑΕΠ
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What would be the first
thing on your bucket list?

“Go sky diving or something like that.”
–Kyle Darnell, third-year
biology and geography

WILL HUANG/PHOTO EDITOR

Fourth-year pitcher on the Wilfrid Laurier University men’s baseball team, Jordan Petruska. Find a full profile of him on page 22.

“To go on a Euro-trip.”

‘LIKE’ THE
CORD ON
FACEBOOK

–Kyle Schang, third-year
biology

“To get this math exam
done with.”
–Mark Wang, secondyear business

“The Laurier onesie.”
–Lexi Moah, secondyear business

“Publishing my first
book.”
–Samantha Madison,
third-year music history
Compiled by Mynt Marsellus
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COLOPHON

The Cord is the official student
newspaper of the Wilfrid Laurier University community.
Started in 1926 as the College
Cord, The Cord is an editorially independent newspaper
published by Wilfrid Laurier
University Student Publications,
Waterloo, a corporation without
share capital. WLUSP is governed by its board of directors.
Opinions expressed within
The Cord are those of the author
and do not necessarily refl ect
those of the editorial board, The
Cord, WLUSP, WLU or CanWeb
Printing Inc. All content appearing in The Cord bears the
copyright expressly of their
creator(s) and may not be used
without written consent.
The Cord is created using Macintosh computers running Mac

OS X 10.5 using Adobe Creative
Suite 4. Canon cameras are
used for principal photography.
The Cord has been a proud
member of the Ontario Press
Council since 2006. Any
unsatisfi ed complaints can
be sent to the council at info@
ontpress.com.
The Cord’s circulation for
a normal Wednesday issue
is 6,000 copies and enjoys a
readership of over 10,000. Cord
subscription rates are $20.00
per term for addresses within
Canada.
The Cord has been a proud
member of the Canadian University Press (CUP)since 2004.

PREAMBLE

The Cord will keep faith with
its readers by presenting news
and expressions of opinions
comprehensively, accurately
and fairly. The Cord believes
in a balanced and impartial
presentation of all relevant
facts in a news report, and of all
substantial opinions in a matter
of controversy.
The staff of The Cord shall

uphold all commonly held ethical conventions of journalism.
When an error of omission or of
commission has occurred, that
error shall be acknowledged
promptly. When statements
are made that are critical of an
individual, or an organization,
we shall give those affected
the opportunity to reply at the
earliest time possible. Ethical
journalism requires impartiality, and consequently conflicts
of interest and the appearance
of conflicts of interest will be
avoided by all staff.
The only limits of any newspaper are those of the world
around it, and so The Cord will
attempt to cover its world with a
special focus on Wilfrid Laurier
University, and the community
of Kitchener-Waterloo, and with
a special ear to the concerns of
the students of Wilfrid Laurier
University. Ultimately, The
Cord will be bound by neither
philosophy nor geography in its
mandate.
The Cord has an obligation
to foster freedom of the press
and freedom of speech. This

obligation is best fulfilled when
debate and dissent are encouraged, both in the internal workings of the paper, and through
The Cord’s contact with the
student body.
The Cord will always attempt
to do what is right, with fear
of neither repercussions, nor
retaliation. The purpose of the
student press is to act as an
agent of social awareness, and
so shall conduct the affairs of
our newspaper.

Quote of the week:
“He’s been on campus
touching stuff.”
-Senior News Editor Marissa
Evans with disgust, re: Moyo
touching her trail mix
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Local history

Heritage sites: reminders of the past

kha vo/lead photographer

40 Albert Street (left) is The Carnegie Library. 50 Albert Street (right) is The Snyder-Seagram House. Both are both designated heritage buildings in Waterloo and were built in 1903.
bryan stephens
arts and life editor

All throughout the City of Waterloo,
dozens of properties are considered
heritage sites. With homes dating
back as early as 1812, several of these
sites across the city have received
some level of recognition to distinguish them.
“The City has about 40 individually designated properties, with 60 to
70 properties that are designated in
the heritage conservation district,”
said Michelle Lee, heritage planner
for growth management in integrated planning and public works for the
City of Waterloo.
Currently, Waterloo has two different designations. The first is a formal
designation, in which a property is
deemed to have cultural and historical significance.
Buildings can also be listed as
a non-designated properties of
cultural value that doesn’t place des-

ignation on a property, but do have
certain restrictions with how quickly
architecture can be changed without
some kind of review process.
“Always there is a by-law that will
be attached to a property. That bylaw contains information about what
is specifically designated. It could be
one façade, a window or all façades.”
Often, there is a push toward
wanting a building to be designated
as opposed to being listed.
“Listing is better than nothing, but
designation is the best protection,”
said Kae Elgie, president of North
Waterloo region branch of the Architectural Conservatory Ontario.
Elgie also warns about the risks
and threats heritage sites in Waterloo
face.
Over the summer, the Waterloo
branch of the ACO did a walking
tour around uptown Waterloo and
discovered that while some buildings
were listed, several were not designated or listed.

That lack of recognition is what
Elgie said is “a concern.”
A further problem Elgie believes is
“there hasn’t been the person-power
to look after this.”
The position of heritage planner is
a recently-developed position within
Waterloo.
Lee started her term on Dec. 2 last
year and before her the position did
not exist.
“It had been earmarked by the
planning directors as a position
they wanted to fill. Part of the recent
Culture Plan Process was city staff
embarked on a cultural change
process to enhance cultural development in Waterloo. One clear message
that came from the community was
a clear desire for a heritage planning
position to help manage the properties designated.”
Following a fire which occurred
in 2011, 19 Bridgeport Road was
demolished. The property was at
one time home to Waterloo’s first

full-time engineer, Charles Moogk.
Lee said she believes it is cases like
this that are the “biggest challenge
in terms of protecting and managing
historic properties.”
“Owners over the years made
some unsympathetic alterations to
it. The reality of it was that the house
was barely there anymore. It had very
poorly done alterations,” she said.
“When a demolition permit came
in, [the heritage panning committee]

looked at it. The committee saw it
as a potentially significant property,
as from the person who lived there
originally identified it. We were looking at the building and thinking it
had obvious historical significance to
the community, but architecturally it
is long gone.”
The city has since then determined that when the site gets
redeveloped, a request will be put in
for some form of commemoration
to occur.
Looking at the current awareness of heritage in Waterloo, Lee
does think improvements have been
made in recent years — such as the
development of the City of Waterloo
museum — but that the city needs to
improve its visibility.
“It’s a niche interest. Some people
have minimal interest, so they aren’t
seeking out that information. It’s a
matter of getting it out there in a variety of forms so it reaches everyone. I
would like to see it happen.”

new MPPs and all of the old MPPs
to let them know that the cost of
tuition has risen so much faster than
people’s ability to pay,” Madden said.
What they’re mainly concerned
with is the fact that if the government
cannot keep tuition down they also
can’t increase student assistance.
“We’re really concerned that
people are going to have to turn to
alternative sources for loans and

increasing their debt.”
Madden encouraged students to
contact their MPPs to express these
issues.
“Everybody hears these numbers
every year and I think … people are
starting to drown it out,” he said. “But
it’s really hard for MPPs to ignore
students and their families coming
up to them over and over again and
saying ‘this is giving us a hard time.’ ”

“Listing is better than
nothing, but designation is
the best protection.”

-Kae Elgie, president of North Waterloo
region branch of the ACO

tuition

Debt a growing concern

Projected tuition rise will result in long-term effects
marissa evans
senior news editor

In September, the Canadian Centre
for Policy Alternatives released a
study which looked at the increasing
tuition fees at universities across the
country. The study, entitled “Tier for
Two: Managing the Optics of Provincial Tuition Fee Policies,” projected
that tuition and other compulsory
fees will increase by 13 per cent over
the next four years.
Ontario is at the high end of this,
with fees in 2017-18 estimated to
reach $9,483.
Their conclusions were based on
current trends in annual increases
of tuition and compulsory fees as
well as government policies in each
of the provinces. The reason why the
numbers are worse for Ontario is because of the inverse trends of public
funding and tuition.
“A lot of it is driven by the fact
that public funding, so government
funding both federally and provincially, has declined,” Erika Shaker,
director of CCPA education project,
explained. “Correspondingly, the
amount of university operating
revenue that comes from tuition fees
has increased over that same period.”
CCPA also looked at the financial
aid available to students in each
province. In Ontario, this includes

the 30 per cent off tuition grant. Despite this, Ontario is projected to be
the seventh-highest province for the
cost of learning for median families
in 2017-18.
This is according to the “Cost of
Learning Index” section of the study,
which looks at tuition, compulsory fees and bursary programs in
a province and compares this to
the earnings of a median family
with children. Its measurements
are based on how these tuition and
ancillary fees are rising in comparison to how the median incomes of
families are rising.
But according to Shaker, it
shouldn’t matter that Ontario isn’t as
bad off as other provinces in terms of
the index.
“If the issue is affordability and
public accountability and ensuring
that students actually can go on to
pursue post-secondary education
and not come out with a wack of debt
at the end or have to be concerned
throughout their entire high school
career, whether they’ll actually be
able to afford going to university and
deal with the fact that they will be
taking on a significant level of debt,
then we really need to evaluate our
priorities,” said Shaker.
Both Shaker and Sean Madden,
executive director of the Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance, noted

the long-term problems that go
along with the government putting
the financial onus on students and
families to pay for post-secondary
education.
“When you’re graduating students
with a significant amount of debt,
there are public ramifications to that
too in the form of lost productivity and the fact that we know that
students who graduate with high
levels of student debt are much less
able, they’re postponing major life
decisions, they’re likely to have more
debt for longer, they’re likely to have
less savings,” Shaker said.
When they heard the projection
from the study, Madden said OUSA
was disappointed.
“During the election we called
for the government to freeze tuition
for at least a period of one year and
then look to continue to regulate it
but lower the amount it can go up,”
he said. “We’re going to keep asking
for that.”
Ontario is currently operating
under a tuition framework that limits
universities to only increasing tuition
by three per cent until 2016-17. As
this will come to an end around
the same time that the provincial
government is aiming to have eliminated their deficit, they’ll be able to
commit to a freeze.
“We’ll be working with all of the

lena yang/creative director
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Finding non-material reasons to live
Laurier grad finds solace in meaningful components of life while battling aggressive leukemia
PEARL LEUNG
CORD NEWS

Following his battle with leukemia, a
Wilfrid Laurier University graduate is
looking to inspire others to reflect on
the value of non-material things in
their life through a campaign called
Reasons to Dream.
The idea started from a list he
formulated to help him through his
cancer treatment.
Josh Martin was diagnosed with
an aggressive form of leukemia six
years ago.
He was told he only had a 40 to 50
per cent chance of survival.
Faced with such a harrowing
number, he knew he had to motivate
himself to defy the odds and become
a survivor.
“One of the first nights I was
there [in the hospital], I took out the
journal and on top of the first page I
wrote the words ‘reasons to fight,’ ”
Martin said.
He proceeded to list “anything and
everything that came to mind about
what made life so awesome and
worth fighting for.”
Martin’s complete list consists of
118 different reasons to live — none
of which are material things.
Instead, Martin took a step back,
removing himself from the materialistic ideal society prefers.
He reminded himself about
friends, family and life’s simple
pleasures.
“The idea was to have something
to look back on during treatment to
keep myself motivated and energized in the long journey ahead,” he
explained.
In October 2008, about seven
months after his initial diagnosis,
Martin underwent a bone marrow
transplant — the hospital had found
a match from an anonymous donor
in Europe. From then on, he was on
the road to recovery.
Today, Martin is fully cancer-

HEATHER DAVIDSON/PHOTO EDITOR

Josh Martin, a Laurier graduate, used his near-death experience to focus on the intangibles in his life and promote a non-materialistic way of living.

free and works as a development
coordinator for The Otesha Project, a
charitable organization based out of
Ottawa that strives to create a more
sustainable world, asking youth to
reflect on the future consequences of
their actions.
After joining Otesha in August,
Martin proposed the idea of creating a list very similar to his own to
the organization’s staff and board
of directors at the beginning of the
Reasons to Dream campaign.
Reasons to Dream asks the general
public to reflect on the little, nonmaterial things in life that they truly
value and share them with others.
“The timing, I think, is important
too, given that we’re entering the

commercial craze holiday season
ahead of us,” Martin said. “We
thought now would be a great time to
launch a campaign like this to counteract a little bit of that materialism
that we often see at this time of year.”
Anyone can participate — all that’s
required is to go to the campaign
website and comment on the web
page.
“They can see what other people
have posted about their non-material sources of happiness and simple
pleasures, as well,” Martin explained.
Reasons to Dream will be heavily
promoted leading up to Christmas,
but will continue throughout the
year in hopes of motivating people to
re-evaluate and alter their consumer

choices in favour of something more
sustainable.
“This campaign is a reminder that
the road to happiness isn’t paved
with possessions,” Martin said.
“It’s a reminder about the benefits
of reducing consumption. It’s both
personal and environmental.”
While Otesha has not decided
what to do with the list once it’s
finished, Martin sees a potential for
these ideas to be integrated into the
organization’s flagship program.
“Each year we organize these
cycling and performing tours where
teams volunteer to cycle across
different parts of Canada and give
presentations on environmental
issues and sustainability to different

schools and youth groups along the
way,” he explained.
Creating a list of reasons to fight
has changed the way Martin perceives the world.
It was “a reminder about what’s
really important in life.”
Although he initially intended for
his list to motivate himself, he loves
the idea of sharing this experience
with other people.
“It gave me a real wake-up call
about the things that really matter in
life, and I’m just happy I can share
that and hopefully encourage other
people to rethink their own consumption habits and evaluate all of
life’s awesome non-material things,”
he said.

FEEDBACK

Course evaluations to
move to online platform
BRYAN STEPHENS
ARTS & LIFE EDITOR

SHANNON MILLAR/GRAPHIC ARTIST

Course evaluations are changing at
Wilfrid Laurier University.
Coming from the past two consecutive contracts within the parttime and full-time faculty agreement,
recommendations were made to
change the ways course evaluations
took place at the university. From the
committee established, the proposed
change also recommended when
the changes occur, the evaluations
should move online.
“One of the reasons for wanting
to go online, aside from all of the
sustainability reasons, is it’s a much
more complicated evaluation form
than the previous one,” said Pat
Rogers, associate vice-president of
teaching and learning at Laurier.
Currently, the process to move
online is still in its infant stage. The
Senate Committee on University
Teaching — which Rogers is a chair
on — established two sub-committees in order to better research what
changes should be made.
“We wanted to know from students, faculty and teaching assistants
what they thought of teaching and
course evaluations,” said Rogers. “We
wanted to know what the questions
for the new evaluations mean to
[students].”

Part of the process meant picking
software that best suited the needs
of the new program. Working with
the information and communication technologies department,
SCUT went through the process of
narrowing down four possibilities to
just one.
“We have chosen a software, we
have gone back to the Wilfrid Laurier
University Faculty Association and
said ‘here is the software,’ and asked
if we can go ahead with the pilot and
they agreed,” Rogers said.
Rogers has started to look at which
professors to select to launch the
new pilot program.
“I now have a list of people who
have been recommended to me who
are willing to pilot them and I’m
writing to them. We want to pilot
this term. The team in the Centre of
Teaching Innovation and Excellence
is working with the software providers, as well as the IT people to mount
this software and get it running.”
Going into the winter term, the
hope is to then launch a wider and
larger pilot of the program.
Jack Abraham, a second-year economics and financial math student at
Laurier, believes the move to online
has positives and negatives.
“I think it would open it up to
students who don’t attend classes to
do it, but at the same time, for those

students who do attend class and
for everyone in general, there is less
pressure to do it,” he said. “I can see
it going either way.”
Abraham touched upon the nature
of the criticisms some professors at
the university might have against
the move online — the concern of
student participation might drop.
Rogers was aware of this criticism
going into the pilot program.
“A lot of faculty are concerned
that your participation rate drops.
In fact, the research over the years
has shown that when you do an
online evaluation the participation of
students drop,” she explained. “But
there are ways to get around that and
I have looked at the research.”
One of the things Rogers said the
pilot will do to encourage students to
fill out the evaluation is a prompt on
MyLearningSpace. The system would
be “constantly reminding you — not
in a putative way — but that course
evaluations are important and we
want you to do them.”
Looking forward with the pilot,
Rogers is happy with the work that
has been done thus far.
“The group that has done this
work so far has done a really good
job. It’s an ongoing process and I’m
very excited by the ongoing participation there has been. Let’s hope it
works.”
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The reality of Laurier Greek Life

Members of fraternities and sororities describe their experience as part of nation-wide ‘families’
KAITLYN SEVERIN
LEAD REPORTER

“A lot of people may know our presence, but already have that judgment
of us before even meeting any of
members at all,” said Pham.
“So I do feel that a lot of people
may turn their noses up to us before
they get to know us.”
Ryan Brown, an executive of the Pi
Kappa Alpha — commonly know as
Pike — fraternity, believes the harsh
stereotypes of fraternities only last
as long as people don’t know the
members.
Once people have met members,
their image of Greek Life usually
changes, he said.
“Maybe [they will] consider the
fact that there’s more to us than
meets the eye,” he continued
Brown joined Pi Kappa Alpha in
first year and had an instant connection with the members.
“At its root, fraternity means
‘brotherhood,’ so you join it and you
have 30 brothers and some of them
are big brothers, some of them have
become little brothers — so it’s kind
of like a family thing,” he explained.
Brown is in charge of pledges this
year for Pike and said there has been
a lot of interest in the fraternity.

Pike pledges go through requirements to show them they can be
both gentlemanly and scholarly.
Overall, Pike has over 220 chapters
across North America, with over
1,400 undergraduates and over
200,000 people initiated.
Members are able to network
all over the continent through the
fraternity.
“You got this family all over North
America, which is pretty cool.”
David Rickards, the district
manager for the chapters of Sigma
Chi at Laurier, University of Windsor,
University of Waterloo, Western University and University of Toronto, is
also known as the Grand Praetor for
the Ontario Province of Sigma Chi.

“Maybe [they will] consider
the fact that there’s more
to us than meets the eye.”

-Ryan Brown, executive with
Pi Kappa Alpha

He was a member of Sigma Chi in
1994 and remained active with the
fraternity throughout his undergraduate education, through law school
at Western and reconnected as an
alumnus in 2010.
According to Rickards, the fraternity was the one constant in his
life as he moved between different
universities and allowed him to
meet other members on different
campuses.
He also said he believes there is
misinformation about Greek Life as a
result of movies and rumours.
“I think that is one of the purposes
of Greek Life in general is to help
young undergraduates to learn how
to build a peer network in a setting
where you don’t have a homeroom
and people come from different
towns and backgrounds,” he said.
Rickards reiterated Pham’s intention about hazing, explaining that
Sigma Chi also has a “zero tolerance”
policy and he takes direct action
against members suspected of engaging in such activities.
According to Pham, all members
of Greek Life aim to promote the betterment of the community through
leadership by encouraging members
to be leaders of campus clubs.
“It’s absolutely breathtaking the

“A lot of people may know
our presence, but already
have that judgment of us
before even meeting any
members at all.”

Fraternities and
sororities at Laurier
Sororities:

ΑΩ

Alpha Omega

-Eva Pham, president of
Greek Life Council

ΑΦ

Alpha Phi
amount of work and passion that
we all have for the charities that we
have, whether it’s doing something
locally with the Anselma House
like Alpha Omega does or doing
something international like how
Sigma Chi works with the Huntsman
Cancer Institute, all of it honestly just
warms my heart,” she said.
Brown and Pham both agree that
one of the main purposes of fraternities and sororities is making lifetime
friends.
“It’s a way of getting these awesome university friendships, making
them last for life and as an added
benefit, you get all these other relationships of people that have come
before you,” Brown concluded.

Fraternities:

ΑΕΠ

Alpha Epsilon Pi

ΠΚΑ

Pi Kappa Alpha

ΣΧ

Sigma Chi
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MBA striving for
national recognition
KAITLYN SEVERIN
LEAD REPORTER

Wilfrid Laurier University’s master of
business administration program is
looking for its place among the best
in Canada.
Ryan Pyear, Laurier’s MBA recruitment and marketing coordinator explained that the department is proud
of the MBA faculty and the programs
they offer to students. The program
is the first in Canada to offer an MBA
with co-op for students without work
experience.
“We certainly believe that we’ve
built it from that first year into the
best MBA co-op program in Canada,”
he said.
The MBA program is very competitive to get into, according to Pyear,
with MBA co-op being the toughest.
Applicants need a B+ average in the
final year of their undergraduate
degree and a graduate management
admission test score of 600 or higher.
“It is something you’re going to
have to work at. Having said that, if
you do apply before the deadline and
you have the minimum requirements for your GPA and your GMAT,
you could be fairly confident that
we’ll make room in the program for
you,” said Pyear.
According to Pyear, they are
actively trying to inform students
about the MBA with co-op program
so students are aware they can take
it full-time.
The MBA with co-op program
has 40 to 50 available seats for each
intake. They typically receive around
150 applicants each year for the program, but this year the MBA co-op

“It’s something you’re
going to have to work at.”

-Ryan Pyear, recruitment and marketing coordinator for Laurier MBA

program didn’t fill 10 seats.
Pyear said he believes this slight
decrease is a common trend at universities as many students may look
into trades or the workforce rather
than post-graduate studies.
However, the full-time MBA program was up in numbers this year,
which balanced out the deficit in the
co-op program.
When asked about the biggest
factor that causes MBA to stand
out from other programs at Laurier,
Pyear said he believes it is the learning style.
“The first term is in integrated
core, so you’re going to learn eight
core areas of business in a seamless
teaching environment where you’re
starting in that first week in one area
and then continuing that particular
core area of business all the way
through,” he explained. “You do that
with all eight core areas, so you’re
learning everything all at once and
at the end it’s difficult, but at the end
of it you really are able to look back
and see where you’ve gone with the
foundation of each core all the way
through instead of learning in block
styles where once you get to the

end of the term you’re not going to
remember the first few blocks that
you were taught.”
Pyear also said the MBA program
has a strong community field with a
case-based program that focuses on
what students are actually going to
see in the business environment.
The focus on teamwork makes
their MBA graduates “very hirable
and able to contribute right away,”
according to Pyear.
According to Macleans , Laurier’s
annual tuition for the MBA program
for Canadian students ranges from
$31,525 to $63,600.
What also makes the MBA
program unique is the application
process, which Pyear explained is
very hands-on.
There are two marketing recruitment coordinators for the Waterloo
campus and the Toronto campus,
who work with the candidates
one-on-one as well as the program
leaders. Because Laurier keeps their
program smaller, it’s able to have
that interaction from the start of the
program all the way to graduation
from the program.
Pyear said there has been positive
feedback from first-year students in
the program, as well as the interaction from the application process.
“That’s something we really like to
stick with is the personal interaction
because it’s what we believe is one
of the things that really separates
Laurier is having the interaction with
the students, students knowing the
professor’s names and vice versa and
not really seeing the professor as a
professor but as a peer and a mentor,” said Pyear.

JESSICA DIK/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Laurier’s MBA program offers co-op with no previous work experience.

GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT

Tighter bonds with Haiti
Group travels to Haiti to help bring training and resources
MADDY CUTTS
CORD NEWS

Faculty at Wilfrid Laurier University took advantage of the new fall
reading week to further develop the
school’s educational initiatives by
taking a trip to Haiti this past week.
The trip was part of an effort by the
faculty of education, which has been
running for over five years to bring
training and resources to students
and educators in Haiti.
Though the focus has historically
been on English as a second language training, the recent visit was
meant to further develop the needs
and priorities of Laurier’s Haitian
counterparts.
The Laurier faculty, which
included members of the faculty of
education as well as an academic
director from the school of business
and economics, were also joined
by a Laurier graduate student, an
employee from the online learning
website Desire2learn, workers from
the Ontario Ministry of Education, a
principal from the local school board
and academics from several American universities.
Having successfully partnered
with educators in Haiti over the past
five years, the aim of the most recent
trip was to develop an idea of what
could be accomplished moving
forward.
“We kind of came to this natural
point of saying, ‘Some good stuff
happened over the last five years, so
what could we imagine happening
over the next five years,’” said Steven
Sider, assistant professor within the

faculty of education and participant
in the collaboration with Haiti.
Sider has been making trips to
Haiti since 2003, but the goal this
time was to see if an incubator could
support social development in the
country of Haiti.
The participants are in the country
to learn, as well as help the Haitians
reach their economic and education
goals.
In response to the needs expressed by partners in Haiti, the ongoing emphasis will be on strengthening programs in ESL training,
online learning opportunities and
special education training.
Sider warned that the group
needed to move forward by setting
real, attainable goals without letting
their passion get in the way,
“With much of the relationship
between the developing and the
developed world, there’s always
promises made and often promises
broken,” he explained.
The most concrete project to come
of this trip was an agreement by
Sider along with two American educators, and a professor from the State
University of Haiti, to the collaborative creation of multilingual learning
modules, which would allow for
comparative learning between
schools, nations and languages.
Though even access to such a
course could be difficult for students
living in Haiti, Sider expressed his
team’s positive outlook.
“Okay, let’s look to see what are
the barriers and what are the obstacles, but then look to see how we
can overcome those.”

“It’s not through multimillion-dollar massive
national programs that we
will see change in a place
like Haiti...”
-Steven Sider, assistant professor in
the faculty of education

The goal for Laurier’s team and
their associates was to focus on
creating sustainable, concrete
steps, which could then be grown
and strengthened by their Haitian
partners.
“The sustainability piece is in
them owning and leading the
change,” said Jessica Vorsteveld,
the graduate student from Laurier’s
Brantford campus who participated
in the trip.
“And us being able to impart
whatever skills and expertise we can
in empowering them to do that more
effectively.”
“Little by little, straw by straw, the
bird builds its nest”— this Haitian
proverb resounds with Sider when
reflecting on how each small initiative works towards building a better,
more sustainable future for Haiti and
its citizens.
“It’s not through multimillion-dollar massive national programs that
we will see change happen in a place
like Haiti, but through individuals
who have a key desire, a passion
I would call it, to make a change,”
Sider said.
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Campaign aims to fill funding
University launches campaign to raise $55 million to better business programming and services
SHELBY BLACKLEY
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

With less than a year until the
expected opening of the Global Innovation Exchange building, Wilfrid
Laurier University has gone public
with their aim to raise money.
Laurier recently launched a campaign to “build Canada’s best business school,” which hopes to raise
a total of $55 million for a variety of
“priorities” for the school of business
and economics and the department
of mathematics.
The university is 63 per cent of the
way to their goal.
“It’s not just the building, it’s also
the programs,” said Jana Gordon,
assistant vice-president of development and campaign director in the
department of development and
alumni relations.
“So programming includes things
for scholarships, things for faculty
and staff ... and the different programs within SBE and that includes
student support.”
According to Gordon, the university received $72.6 million from the
government in the summer of 2011
to build the GIE building — which
costs approximately $103 million
— and is required to make up the
remaining portion, which is about
$30 million of the $55-million campaign. The remaining $25 million is
for priorities.
Laurier divided up the remaining amount into priorities that
will help the business experience.
These include student scholarships,
international initiatives, professorships and chairs, entrepreneurship, a

“It’s much more than just
physical installations [the
money is] going towards,
but scholarships that
would bring in fresh talent.”
-Ian Ko, second-year business student

JOSHUA AWOLADE/GRAPHICS EDITOR

startup fund and excellence in business education.
Up until about two weeks ago,
Laurier was in what Gordon calls
a “silent phase,” which means they
were reaching out to “top prospect”
and private sources, such as companies, foundations and people for top
dollars.
Now, the campaign will spread to
an “annual giving level,” which is just
below $25,000.
The campaign is for anyone who
wants to participate, but will be
targeted at SBE alumni, faculty and
staff.

“We also have community
partners and corporations that very
much want to be part of the campaign,” Gordon explained.
Ian Ko, a second-year business student and co-president of
E-Business Laurier and corporate
relations manager of Laurier’s School
of Business and Economics Students’
Society, said that Laurier’s business
school is currently well-rounded, but
with the campaign it has the chance
to stand out and “properly exercise
its power.”
“Not only does the physical space
create a sense of pride, but also it’s

just more space to do things,” he
said.
“$55 million is great. It’s much
more than just physical installations
[the money is] going towards, but
scholarships that would bring in
some fresh talent.”
However, Ko also warned that
while putting money toward the
business program will certainly help
its growth and reputation, other
faculties could also benefit from the
attention and monetary push.
“Money is always great, but simply
just throwing a lot of money as it
might not do the trick,” Ko explained.

“I am a business student myself,
but coming from the perspective
of a student who cares about other
faculties too, I think that it would
definitely help the business school,
but they would have to be careful in
how they spend the money and not
just toward all business students.
Maybe the other faculties need to be
accounted for.”
Ko stressed the need for Laurier
to grow as one and hopes the GIE
building can be used by all members
of the university, not just those in
business and math.
If the university does not meet
their $55-million goal, Gordon
explained they will raise money until
the goal is met.
The GIE building is still set to open
and be in full occupancy fall 2015,
and Laurier hopes to complete the
campaign by opening day.
According to Gordon, this campaign will provide the support SBE
needs to find its mark as a national
competitor.
“We are a great school, we want
to be the best and so these are the
things that we feel will support that
goal,” she said.
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Ontario Premier Kathleen Wynne looks on as Kitchener Mayor Carl Zehr and Waterloo Mayor Brenda Holleran tap the keg at the opening ceremonies at Kitchener City Hall on Oct. 10.

Oktoberfest draws large crowd
daina goldfinger
lead reporter

From Oct. 10-18, citizens of Kitchener-Waterloo gathered together to
celebrate the worldwide festivities
of Oktoberfest. Individuals from
the local community and around
Ontario travelled to experience the
celebration of German culture in the
community.
The total number of Oktoberfest
events this year was 49, ranging from
the parade to different night events,
sporting events, cultural events and
more.
All proceeds from Oktoberfest go
toward not-for-profit groups.
This year, a couple of new initiatives were introduced into the
festival.
Molson Canadian and Rickard’s
collaborated to create a new beer
for the festival called Lederhosen, a

German-style beer that was introduced and then eventually launched
across Canada.
Oktoberfest also launched a new
program called Oktoberlicious,
which allowed the festival to partner
with a variety of restaurants that have
a German-styled menu, as well as
Molson Canadian products.
“That was very well received. That
went on from September 27 to October 19,” said Dave MacNeil, Oktoberfest’s executive director.
A foosball tournament was also
introduced in uptown Waterloo on
the first Saturday, which was also
very popular among attendees.
The festival originated in Munich,
Germany, where it lasts 16 days and
runs from late September to the first
weekend in October.
By 1960, Oktoberfest had become
a worldwide phenomenon, allowing
ordinary individuals to commemo-

rate German culture through various
parades, drinking German beer, eating German food, listening to music
and other activities.
Oktoberfest was initially established in K-W in 1969 with the objective to celebrate the Bavarian culture
and festival tradition.
Since then, K-W Oktoberfest has
created new individual traditions,
and has become the largest Oktoberfest festival in North America, with
the biggest Thanksgiving Parade in
Canada.
Opening ceremonies in K-W took
place on the morning of Oct. 10, with
trumpets sounding prior and then
the tapping of the keg.
MacNeil noted how the pleasant
weather allowed attendees to be
able to participate wholeheartedly in
the festivities, along with the other
family and cultural events that were
occurring Thanksgiving weekend.

“Overall the week was great ... it
was a very successful and very safe
festival,” MacNeil said.
He also noted that over the course
of the week there were no reported
DUI charges from police. He had
not yet checked in with the police
regarding the occurrences over the
weekend, however he is hopeful that
no charges have been laid.
Initially, MacNeil was unsure how
the newly implemented fall reading
week at Wilfrid Laurier University
would affect student attendance at
the festival. However, MacNeil found
that a lot of students still decided to
stay for the Oktoberfest festivities
during the week.
“Turnout was great. Early indications show it is a very well-attended
festival,” he said.
Alex Bradbury, a recent graduate
from Durham College, travelled from
Oshawa to attend the festivities this

year. He attended Oktoberfest in previous years and enjoyed the festival
so much that he decided to make the
trip for the experience again.
“It was my second time going
because I had such a good time last
year, I had to come back,” he said.
He explained that he loved the
atmosphere, the costumes everyone
was wearing and the inclusivity of
German culture.
“Things I think could be improved
— not a lot in all honesty. I think
maybe they’d want to consider beer
that isn’t just Coors or Canadian
and maybe range out a bit on food
choices,” said Bradbury.
While Oktoberfest is just a weeklong event, MacNeil, his team of
eight and 480 volunteers plan and
prepare for the festival all year
round.
“Planning is already underway for
2015,” he said.

business student at Wilfrid Laurier
University said that while Problem
Gambling Prevention Week is an
admirable endeavor by the Ontario
government to prevent harmful
tendencies, many students are still
unaware of it.
“The week remains relatively unknown to youth gamblers,” he said.
“If the government wants to protect
people from the harm gambling can

do, they need to make a more valiant
effort to make people aware of the
downfalls.”
Despite this, Chan said that the
province of Ontario endorses and
funds problem gambling prevention
more than any other jurisdiction in
the world.
“Students learn from their
mistakes only after they have made
them,” said Bernstein.

“The best way to make sure this
doesn’t turn into a pattern or a
gambling problem is to build awareness and support systems to prevent
escalation and to educate students.”
Bernstein concluded by stating
that it is important that gambling
awareness is emphasized more in
post-secondary institutions in order
for students to be able to recognize if
there is a problem at hand.

prevention week

‘Stop the chase’
Problem Gambling Prevention Week
educates on harmful gambling
daina goldfinger
lead reporter

Problem Gambling Prevention Week
took place in Kitchener-Waterloo
from Oct. 6-12 and was supported by
the Responsible Gambling Council,
who helped to reach out to problem
gamblers, as well as their friends and
family.
The council raises awareness by
focusing attention on the risks of
gambling, ways to limit those risks,
realistic expectations of winning
and losing and where to go if you or
someone you know has a problem.
They also teach people how to spot
problems, protect finances and get
help through specific resources.
Research by the committee
indicates that problem gambling of
someone else negatively affects one
in 10 Ontarians, with 3.4 per cent of
Ontarians reporting a moderate to
severe gambling problem. This 3.4
per cent amounts to 831,000 people
in Ontario.
More specifically in K-W, problem
gambling reportedly negatively
impacted 58,800 people, while there
are reportedly 20,000 adult problem
gamblers.
The theme of Problem Gambling
Prevention Week in K-W was called
“Stop the Chase” to advocate for
gamblers to stop chasing their losses.
“Problem gamblers often chase

“Problem gamblers often
chase losses by believing
they can win back money
when gambling.”

-Galo Chan, program coordinator and
spokesperson for PGW

losses by believing they can win back
money when gambling,” explained
Galo Chan, program coordinator and
spokesperson for Problem Gambling
Week.
“It also leads to even bigger losses
with consequences that can happen
in a person’s life.”
Chan explained that some of the
symptoms shown when experiencing a gambling problem are chasing
losses, lying about how much time or
money is spent on gambling, hiding
bills and past due notices, neglecting one’s family, having increased
levels of debt, getting irritated with
everyday activity and having very few
interests outside of gambling.
Chan also encouraged family members and friends to get
informed if they think a loved one
may be suffering from a gambling
problem.
David Bernstein, a fourth-year

joshua awolade/graphics editor
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Knowing your rights with landlords
As first-time renters, many students who encounter problems don’t know their rights as tenants
MARISSA EVANS
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

With the majority of students being
first-time renters, the process of
finding a habitable place to live with
an honest lease can be difficult and
confusing. As a result, many students
experience some sort of problem
with their landlord over the course of
their tenancy.
Valerie Chong, a fourth-year business student at Wilfrid Laurier University, is less than impressed with
the quality of her experience with
Schembri Property Management, a
company she has been renting from
since second year.
Schembri hasn’t been necessarily
violating the Residential Tenancies
Act, but Chong feels they have been
disrespectful in their interactions
with her and her roommates. For
one, according to the RTA, landlords
need to provide tenants with a notice
of entry at least 24 hours prior, which
Schembri has complied to. However, they have repeatedly slipped
notices under Chong’s door stating
they require access to the apartment
Tuesday to Monday from 10:00 a.m.
to 7:00 p.m.
“Once I asked [them to give more
specific times] they did it for a couple
times, but then they completely
ignored my requests,” Chong said.
“Their excuse was because they were
desperately trying to fill the room
and they claimed they had walk-ins
so they couldn’t give us more specific

LENA YANG/CREATIVE DIRECTOR

times. But I think that’s a huge lack
of respect.”
They have one empty room in
their apartment, but Chong said
Schembri doesn’t bring in people for
tours often enough to warrant the
blanket notices.
“My roommate and I are especially annoyed because we’ve lived
there since second year and we’re
fourth year now and they never seem
to want to talk to us. It’s always just
notes under the door.”

ELECTIONS

Transit rules
debate dialogue
CONNOR WARD
LEAD REPORTER

The key issue occupying the most
time and interest in the debate for
mayoral candidates at the University
of Waterloo on Monday was transit.
The candidates mulled over all transportation topics the city features, including the expansion of bike lanes,
public trails, Grand River Transit and
the light rail transit ION project.
The debate itself was the second
of two student-centric debates which
took place at UW, and was the final
chance for students to hear Waterloo’s mayoral candidates argue why
students should vote for them. The
debate largely focused on student
issues, such as transit, employment
and affordable housing.
One topic that really caused lively,
spirited debate was the future of the
ION system, which has been passed
by the regional council, and is set
to be built and operational by 2017.
Candidate Dave MacDonald was the
lone member of the debate who opposed the ION project, with the other
three largely endorsing the project
as necessary for the city to move into
the future.
“First of all, I’m very much in
favour of better transit, but every
study done before the LRT said that
bus rapid transit was a better option,”
said MacDonald.
Candidate Rami Said, a supporter
of the LRT, also agreed with MacDonald that GRT should expand its
bussing system. However, Said supports the expansion in bussing as a
way to support ION, not to replace it.
“The candidates largely debated
over whether or not the ION project
was cost-efficient and would actually improve transit in the region.
MacDonald asserted that rather than

building the ION, expanding the GRT
bus system might be a better use of
resources for the city and the region.
“I’m all for public transit, but we
can put in rapid busses for less than
half of the cost of LRT,” said MacDonald.
Jaworsky came out in support for
the ION project, mentioning that
there are stark differences between
GRT’s bus system and the ION project in terms of rider convenience and
comfort.
“The comfort and reliability of the
LRT versus the bus system is undeniable,” said Jaworsky.
Candidate Erika Traub asserted
that the ION project would be the focal point of the city in the future.
“The LRT is the start of our plan
for the future - it is the backbone. The
key is to have it connected to the rest
of our community. Our challenge
ahead is connectivity,” she said.
The debate on the ION LRT project
closed with candidates again declaring their respective positions. However, the energy of the debate period
did not stop with its closure, with
some candidates accusing opposition to the ION project as opposition
to modernization.
“If you want a 20th century mayor
with 20th century solutions, don’t
vote for me,” said Traub. “If you want
the city of the future, 21st century
solutions, catching up to the rest of
the world with new solutions, vote
for me.”
The candidates, near the end of
the debate, also mentioned that
student involvement in municipal
politics was key for the development
of the city and the region. All candidates encouraged students to get to
polling stations on Oct. 27, and vote.
“Get engaged, take an interest in
it,” said Jaworsky.

In another instance, they had a
flood in their apartment and were
unable to get in contact with anyone
from Schembri. After water had
seeped into the apartment below
them, they were able to get in touch
with an employee who expressed
that he was too busy to deal with
their issue. Eventually, maintenance
arrived to help.
“I asked him for his direct number
because he was easier to reach than
the guy who was supposed to be

working for us.”
Back when she was looking for a
place to live, Chong said she chose
Schembri because it was a larger
company.
“I thought if it was a company
they would have standards, hopefully, that were above what just an
ordinary landlord would have,” she
explained.
If she could go back, she said, she
wouldn’t go with Schembri.
The Off-Campus Housing office at
the University of Waterloo caters to
student needs as they look for rental
options and experience off-campus
housing. They provide tools for finding listings, review leases and give
advice when issues with landlords
arise.
Olivia Choi, an assistant at the office, said that when students come to
her with problems with their tenancy
she first encourages them to communicate with their landlord.
“90 per cent of the time, its miscommunication or lack of communication,” she explained.
She also provides information
to students about things landlords
shouldn’t be asking for.
“Things like a security deposit to
hold your place, or I’ve even seen
landlords who are charging students
to just see the lease before they sign
it and then damage deposits — those
are illegal,” she said.
Often, students also don’t know
that landlords can’t demand payment by a particular method, such

as post-dated cheques. Under the
RTA, tenants have the right to pay
however they wish.
In terms of how tenants can mitigate problems with their landlords,
Choi said this comes down to getting
to know your landlord beforehand.
“I think that’s something that
should be really sought after before
you even sign your lease agreement,”
she said. “I always encourage students to make sure there is some sort
of contact information on their lease
agreement — and it’s not common
that you actually find that.”
Choi didn’t feel that private
landlords are necessarily better than
larger property management companies. It depends on what the student
is looking for in a tenancy. The main
difference is in communication.
“I’ve come to the realization that
private tenants do tend to have more
direct communication with their
landlords and more often and they’re
able to get a hold of them pretty
quickly,” she said. “Whereas with
property management companies it
takes a couple days to get through to
the right person.”
She doesn’t believe that landlords
in Waterloo necessarily take advantage of students; sometimes, she
said, the problem is that the landlords themselves might not know the
details of their responsibilities.
“That’s why I think it’s really
important that students know what
their rights are and get informed
with those, get educated.”
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student safety

‘Responsible for
their own safety’

elections

Fire safety and prevention is in the hands of individuals
veronica puistonen
cord news

Student safety and knowledge on
emergency fire situations is an ongoing concern. It is crucial for students
of the Waterloo community to reach
out to better understand what to do
in the event of an emergency.
“First and foremost people think,
‘it will never happen to us,’ and secondly they don’t realize how quickly
once a fire starts, you have to get out
safely,” said John Percy, the public
education officer at Waterloo Fire
Rescue.
According to Percy, it is crucial
for students to understand how to
handle fire emergencies effectively.
A majority of the student population is new to the Waterloo area and
are living and cooking by themselves
for the first time.
“Fires occur where people sleep
and live — not on campus,” said
Percy.
In 2012, a student living on Lester
Street experienced first, second and
third degree burns from a grease fire,
which the student unsuccessfully attempted to put out with water.
Percy explained that pot-andstove situations are the leading cause

of fire.
Water is generally the first solution
people think of to put out a fire. But
in the case of a pot-and-stove fire,
Percy explained the best way to extinguish it is to take an oven-mitt and
slide a lid over the pot, then take the
pot off of the heated element.
“Whatever you do, don’t put water
in it — I can’t stress that enough,”
Percy said.
Smoke alarms are also a cause for
concern. It is the law to have smoke
alarms on every floor of a home, and
recently a bill was passed stating all
Ontario houses must have a working
carbon monoxide detector near
sleeping areas.
Percy said that batteries in smoke
alarms need to be changed at least
once a year, need to be tested every
month and vacuumed periodically.
If a fire occurs in a bedroom, Percy
advised making sure everyone is out
and to close the door. For students
living in residences, pull the fire
alarm and wait in the designated
evacuation area until the fire department arrives.
“The average emergency response
time in Waterloo is four to five minutes,” said Percy.
“Students don’t realize once the

fire starts how little time they have.
You really only have two minutes to
get out.”
Nicole Kats, a first-year health science student who lives in residence,
said that she does not feel prepared
in regards to fire safety, and her residence has not had any fire drills that
she is aware of.
Another resident, first-year business student Jonah Jessop said he
feels prepared in the event of a fire.
Though in a different residence than
Kats, he too doesn’t know of any
fire drills that have occurred at his
residence.
For students off-campus, Percy
advised to make sure smoke alarms
are working and to let your landlord
know if there are any problems with
them. Students should also be aware
of two ways to exit their home.
“As human beings, the way we
come into a building is the way
we want to leave in the event of an
emergency,” he said.
But depending on the circumstances of the fire, the front door isn’t
always the best exit.
“People have to take it seriously,”
said Percy.
“They’re responsible for their own
safety.”

will huang/photo editor

The debate had all four candidates discussing important student issues.

Mayoral debate
heats up at UW
Four candidates faced off Monday
connor ward
lead reporter

On Monday, the second of two
Waterloo mayoral debates focused
on student issues took place at the
University of Waterloo. The debate,
organized and moderated by the
University of Waterloo Federation of
Students, featured all four of Waterloo’s candidates for mayor.
The previous debate at Wilfrid
Laurier University, structured more
as a forum, saw candidates largely
agree with each other and hesitate to
come out and challenge their political rivals.
The UW debate, which had a different structure that included open
time for candidates’ comments and
rebuttals, was quite different.
The first topic, concerning expanding bike lanes in the city, saw
a split between the four candidates.
On one side, Dave MacDonald and
Rami Said opposed adding segregated bike lanes, mostly due to financial
and safety concerns.
“Segregated bike lanes are one
potential answer, but they are very
expensive and we need to get the
best deal for the taxpayer,” said
MacDonald. “It’s a two-pronged approach: we need to educate cyclists
and find ways to make roads easier
for them.”
On the other side, Erika Traub
asserted that segregated bike lanes
were necessary to modernize Waterloo.
“I strongly believe that we need
to take a global look at the city, and
have segregated bike lanes that connect and safely go around the entire
city without having to compete with
cars and pedestrians,” she said.
Candidate Dave Jaworsky also
agreed that a bike lane expansion
was needed, although was less supportive than Traub on segregated
bike lanes.
After the candidates gave their
statements about bike lanes, a fiveminute period of open debate was
initiated.
Unlike the WLU debate, candidates were much more willing to
challenge each other’s positions on
the given subject.
“How are we going to pay for it?
We don’t have the money to cover

“How are we going to pay
for it? We don’t have the
money to cover our current
infrastructure deficit we
already have.”
-Candidate Rami Said to
candidate Erika Traub

our current infrastructure deficit
we already have. We don’t have the
money, that’s the problem,” Said
asked Traub.
Traub largely ignored Said’s question of how the city would pay for
segregated bike lanes, and continued
to express her support for the project
as a method to bring the Waterloo
into the future.
“My vision of the future is for Waterloo to be a premiere, trendsetting
city where tourists come because
they can take a tour of the city on the
segregated bike lanes,” she said.
Two candidates also exchanged
barbs during a later debate period, as
they expressed their values concerning working with both provincial
and federal government. Jaworsky
brought up that he has worked with
the provincial government in the
past both as vice-chair of Communitech and as part of Blackberry.
“Every mayor in the province of
Ontario will be lobbying on their
own behalf, and we need to have
someone in our city who can lobby,”
he continued.
MacDonald, who has run for
provincial office in the past and
has worked at CTV news, asserted
that he also has the relationships
necessary to make him a good fit for
mayor.
“I’m friends with most of the
MPPs in the region, so lobbying is
one thing, friendship is another,” said
MacDonald.
Overall, the UW debate stands
out as the first time students were
able to witness candidates oppose
each other’s positions in an assertive
way. With the election on Oct. 27,
it appears debate is heating up and
candidates are eager to prove why
their vision and expertise are right
for the City of Waterloo.
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Guide to the municipal elections
Waterloo mayoral candidates

Waterloo
councillor
candidates
Ward 6
(Central-Columbia)
Jeff Henry

Dave Jaworsky

Dave MacDonald

Rami Said

Erika Traub

Jaworksy’s platform revolves around
a three-point plan. He wants to:
“rebuild prosperity, ensuring that we
keep, grow, start and attract the businesses that move our local economy
forward; focus on effective government that gives you the information
you need when you need it, and acts
responsibly with your tax dollars;
build a vibrant, caring community
that puts people first.”
With this plan he promises to:
• Support small and medium
businesses
• Improve access to government services, for example
moving to online voting in
2018
• Support culture, recreation
and arts to increase activities
• Promote “alternate commuting and casual transportation” to reduce traffic
congestion
• Secure relationships with
post-secondary leaders

MacDonald says he will strive to be
“accessible, accountable, affordable
and an ambassador. In order to do
this, he says he will:
• Have an “open-door policy”
• Have expenditures out in the
open
• Make sure projects stay on
budget and money is “spent
wisely”
Macdonald states he is “wellknown” and will therefore be a good
ambassador for the city.

Said’s platform focuses on three
main areas: manage, invest and
protect. He plans to:
• Combine similar services to
cut inefficiencies
• Remove “red tape” to make
growing a business less complicated
• Support small and medium
businesses
• Increase support of start-ups
and incubators
• Make transportation safer
through improvements to
paths and bike lanes
• Work with organizations to
create sense of belonging for
immigrants
• Hold the region accountable
for the light rail transit system
• Grow low-income housing

Traub’s platform opens by stating
the importance of voting, especially
among youth. Her platform revolves
around: environment, high tech,
LRT, neighbourhoods and growth.
She plans to:
• Support the environment
through “clean air and water,
progressive waste disposal
initiatives, smart use of our
valuable land, respect for the
environment and environmentally sensitive areas”
• Achieve a sustainable
economy through partnerships with universities and
colleges, insurance industry
and manufacturing
• Intensify development along
transit routes
• Create job opportunities to
attract growth to the city

PHOTOS BY HEATHER DAVIDSON/PHOTO
EDITOR, WILL HUANG/PHOTO EDITOR AND
CONTRIBUTED IMAGE

Platform points
• Develop plan to address “infrastructure challenges”
• Assist with rental housing by-law
review scheduled for 2016
• Support affordable housing plans
• Give input for transit service
changes to improve routes

Robert Hodgins
A platform for Hodgins could not be
found online.

Ward 7
(Uptown Waterloo)
Melissa Durrell
Platform points
• Collaborate with academic institutions and tech sector
• Support accessible housing
• Grow with mixed-use developments
• Protect water as the city grows
• Make public spaces safe and
enjoyable
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Lecompte brings back DIYDAY
Zach Guitor
Staff Writer

Will Huang/Photo editor

Marc Lecompte’s zeal for the local art scene inspired the return of DIYDAY.

After last year’s great success, DIYDAY will be returning to Waterloo
on Nov. 1 at Chainsaw. Despite the
festival’s young age, organizer Marc
Lecompte has extensive experience
within the Waterloo art scene. Since
moving here 11 years ago, Marc has
dipped his toes in the likes of music,
print media and cuisine.
“I came to Waterloo — I didn’t
see as much stuff happening as I
wanted, so I just tried to make things
happen as far as the arts scene goes,”
Lecompte said.
During his early years in Waterloo, Lecompte started a zine called
CTRPLLR, a community-driven
publication where local artists and
writers could submit their work to be
published. Lecompte would print
500 copies for each monthly edition
and hand them out for free around
the city.
His most notable achievement
to date has been the success of the
Princess Café. Since taking ownership in 2010, Lecompte has made
changes to just about every aspect
of the café to perfect the warm and
inviting atmosphere.
Walls filled with artwork— including a beautiful moon mural near the
back— enclose the quaint space.
The dining area exudes a cottage-like
atmosphere, with mismatched seating and wooden accents.
“We tried to go for more of a homey feel, change the menu, change the
décor. We introduced craft beer and
began hosting events like concerts,
comedy nights and trivia nights,” he
said.
Changes to the menu are recurrent, as the café has won awards for
their cuisine.

“As far as food goes, the thing
that I’m fortunate for is that I’m not
some high-end chef. I like to do
simple things like kick-ass sandwiches, wicked soup and salad,”
said Lecompte.“ We like to do simple
things but super well.”
Since the success of the cafe, Marc
has gone on to develop its evening
alter ego, Cheeses Murphy, which is
open from midnight to 3 am every
Friday and Saturday. Operated out
of the Princess Cinema box office,
Cheeses Murphy presents an elegant
rendition to a childhood favourite:
the grilled cheese. The booth celebrated its third anniversary this past
weekend.
In addition to his successful ventures, Lecompte maintains a selfless
approach to supporting the arts in
the community.
“All the shows I put on are not-forprofit. I may put shows on in my café,
but it doesn’t feel right taking money
from artists. So what if I lose money?
At the end of the day it’s about giving
the utmost support to artists.”
Lecompte’s most recent addition to the Waterloo community
is DIYDAY, a festival where artists,
writers and business-owners can
set up booths to exhibit their work
to the art-curious public. Curiously
enough, Lecompte never intended
for the festival to be an annual event.
“I really wanted to book this band
The Famines for a show, but they
could only play the day, so I organized DIYDAY last year as a daytime
festival, but it got such a positive
response. I wasn’t expecting it to go
the way it did,” he said.“Everyone was
asking if it was an annual event, so I
figured why not”
This year, attendees can expect the
likes of Kitchener-Waterloo based
illustrator Jon “Bearface” Johnson

as well as Jon Hendy, an artist who
takes a unique approach to physical
art.
“He repurposes these old wrestling dolls and action figures, makes
new clothing and gives them beards,”
Lecompte said.
In addition to a multitude of other
artists, Weird Canada will be in attendance to share the new and weird
in Canadian music.
“It’s a way that Canadians can hear
a lot of new music that they haven’t
heard before. Aaron and Marie, the
owners, run a little record store out
of their apartment in Waterloo just
down the street from the café actually,” Lecompte said.
Lecompte managed to book the
band Absolutely Free, who were
recently signed to the celebrated
Canadian label Arts & Crafts.
“I’m super excited for people who
don’t know about them, because
I think they’ll be blown away,”
Lecompte said.
Other activities at the festival will
include silk-screening and a community-driven zine will be created and
printed at the event.
“We’ll have a station where you
can write or draw whatever you’d like
and then submit it to a zine that will
be printed just for the event. It allows
everyone to get involved with a community art project,” Lecompte said.
Lecompte’s passion for the art
community is evident; if he continues his efforts to support and expand
its presence, and others follow
suit, Waterloo may just become the
cultural hub that he longed for 11
years ago.
“You’ve got to make the change
happen that you want to see happen
— you can’t just sit around and wish
for better food or better shows in the
city” he said.

On campus

Creative outlets are
important for students
Being aware of what’s on campus can foster inspiration
Rafey Sattar
Staff writer

Some of the best experiences in life
are a little outside of our comfort
zone, and our time at university is no
exception. I’m a strong believer in
not letting your academic major define your experience at Wilfrid Laurier University. As a business student
I found it’s so easy to be pigeonholed
into my department and not get a
taste of some of the really creative,
diverse and fun around campus.
Here’s my take on the best outlets
to branch out at WLU, whether
you’re looking for a new hobby or a
just a place to be creative.

Singer-Songwriter’s Circle

Everyone from seasoned musicians
to the musically challenged can
come together at the Singer-Songwriter’s Circle.
“We’re a really open group,” said
fourth-year student Katerina Gimon,
the club’s founder and current
president.
The singer-songwriters are welcoming more non-music students
every day, regardless of whether
they’re jamming out with the group

or just there to listen.
“Everyone is creative,” Gimon said.
“You might not be able to do that
in your program every day but it’s
important to have that opportunity
because it keeps you sane, inspired
and motivated.”

with prizes for who names the winners — and trivia challenges.
“Don’t be shy, don’t be a stranger
and come enjoy a really great time
with people who enjoy film as much
as you do!” said McBain.

WLU Metal Club

There’s an unbelievable amount
of creativity, energy and time that
goes in to putting on a great theater
production. Last year LMT took on
an adaptation of Legally Blonde with
huge success, captivating the student
body and going on to win Club of the
Year for 2013-2014. They even put on
the original performance of Broadway Musical: The Broadway Musical.
Nothing beats the thrill of being in
front of an audience, or even just
making sure things go off without a
hitch backstage.

If you’re the only headbanger at
a Turret night you know it’s time
to check out Laurier’s Metal Club.
Students can get involved in everything from listening parties, jam
sessions and even just connect with
other metal fans to check out local
concerts.

The Laurier Film Club

Dubbed a “community where Golden Hawk cinephiles can connect,”
Laurier’s film club is the perfect
place to take an interest in movies a
step further.
“Anybody can be a part of the film
society,” said Sarah McBain, fourthyear student and club president.
“We have members ranging from science majors to English majors.”
The Film Society hosts events like
a double feature showing for Halloween, an Oscar’s Night — complete

Laurier Musical Theater

KW Salseros

Working as a joint club for students
at both the University of Waterloo
and WLU, KW Salseros could be a
way to connect with a vibrant culture
or learn how to turn some heads on
the dance floor. The group runs lessons for different skill levels at both
campuses.

Heather davidson/Photo editor

Music can be great to express creativity and allow a break from work.
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Gone are the days of stress overloads

Stress always comes to an end, however in the meantime here are some tips to deal with it

DANICA BRETT
CORD ARTS & LIFE

We’ve all been stressed at one point
or another; as a student it’s inevitable. If you’ve never actually had
the joy of being stressed and totally
bogged down with midterms, let me
know what program you’re in so I
can switch as soon as possible.
Stress is your body’s way of protecting you when you feel threatened
or when your body’s balance is out of
whack. As midterm season is underway, it’s crunch time for us students
and it affects us all differently.
Looking on the bright side of stress
is tough. Stress isn’t as bad as we
crack it up to be, in moderation of
course. Stress can help you perform
under pressure and motivate you
to do your best. It can keep you
focused, energized and alert to complete the tasks you have going on in
a busy life.
Beyond a certain point though,
stress can stop being helpful and
actually hinder your performance to
get work done.
When stress plays too big a role in
your life, it can kill your mood, throw
off your productivity and make your
health, relationships and life too
much too handle.
Stress affects your cognitive,
emotional, physical and behavioral
abilities. Some warning signs when
stress is getting to be too much for
you may be when you’re feeling anxious, unable to concentrate, moody
and short-tempered, overwhelmed,
aches and pains or eating and sleeping too much or too little to name
a few. A huge part of why you get
stressed is having a million things hit

JOSHUA AWOLADE/GRAPHICS EDITOR

you at once and you’re left wondering how the heck did this happen?
The solution to this build up is to
change your bad habits.
A few key tips to put you in the
right direction are to plan your weeks
ahead of time. Invest in an agenda
— and actually use it — so things
don’t pile up on you unexpectedly.
Manage you’re time efficiently, stay
organized and start studying earlier.
The worst thing you can do when
your super stressed is lock yourself
in your room and become a hermit
for a week. It may seem like the
logical thing to do, but the isolation
and confinement may heighten your
stress levels.

REVIEW

Swedish comedy
explores old age

100-Year-Old Man plays at Princess

VICTORIA BRENDT
CORD ARTS & LIFE

At first it was just me and old people
at the Princess Cinema and I suppose that’s understandable — films
are a great place to find your youth.
Except if you are a 100-year-old man
— then you’d probably want to jump
out your ground floor window and
disappear into the Swedish countryside and accidentally get mixed up
with a biker gang, the police, an elephant and $50 million. And why not
reminisce about your explosive-filled
past in the midst of all the chaos?
The movie’s protagonist, Allan
Karlsson — played by the Swedish
actor Carl Robert Olof Gustafsson
— gets thrown into some of history’s
most terrible events such as the
Spanish Civil War and Russian concentration camps.
In some respects, it can be classified as a dark comedy, giving the audience a chance to laugh at history’s
mistakes rather than sit in silence
and ponder them.

There was a bit of a barrier between the audience and the film as
most of it was in Swedish with English subtitles. Aside from the Englishdubbed voiceovers helping narrate,
whenever Karlsson was in America
he would speak English instead of
his native Swedish. One thing is for
sure — after watching this film I was
no stranger to Swedish curse words.
Where The 100-Year-Old Man Who
Climbed out of a Window and Disappeared truly shines is the script.
The writing is fantastic, providing
information in a roundabout way
that makes it impossible for anyone
but the audience to understand.
The actors expertly further the
nonsensical narrative by being completely serious about their characters’ goals and opinions.
At two hours, the movie provides
a good story in fairly good length
of time. It did get a bit old around
three-quarters of the way through,
but the action picked up again quite
quickly to resolve the plot for the
credits.
For a film about the elderly, The
100-Year-Old-Man Who Climbed
out of a Window and Disappeared
does an excellent job of making the
younger generation have a good time
too.

The important thing here is to
stay balanced. It’s vital that you
continue doing the things that keep
you healthy and alert. Eating healthy
foods, exercising, taking a walk outside for some fresh air, getting a good
amount of sleep and giving yourself
a few minutes to just relax during the
day with no phone, computer or TV
can help with this.
Have you ever thought that your
expectations may just be making the
stress that you’re feeling 10 times
worse? That might be the case of “I
think I’m more productive than I really am” syndrome.
To combat this one, set realistic
goals. Don’t disappoint yourself and

cause more stress just because you
didn’t meet the unattainable expectations you set out for yourself.
Keeping your goals realistic will
allow you to accomplish them, while
keeping stress levels down.
Everyone deals with stress differently and it is key to know your limits
and how much stress you can take.
The most important thing to keep
in mind is that all the work you have
going on is going to come to an end
eventually.
At some point your midterms will
finish up, there will be a lull in your
currently jam-packed schedule and
you can go back to binge-watching
Netflix and having a social life.

Everyone deals with stress
differently and it is key to
know your limits and how
much stress you can take.
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Arts bites

The latest news in entertainment

Canadian Walk of
Fame

THIVIYA KANAGASABESAN/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

The popular Starbucks flavoured-latte often brings in connotations of fall weather and the satisfied customers. For others, it fails to bring any joy at all.

Is pumpkin spice even good?
SCOTT GLAYSHER
STAFF WRITER

You may be able to tell by the cooler
weather and mountains of red leaves
on the ground that fall is in full
swing. Another way to recognize the
fall season is here is the arrival of
Starbucks’ pumpkin spice latte.
The drink is one of Starbucks’ most
successful latte creations and is only
served during the fall season. Made
from a blend of cinnamon, clove
and nutmeg and of course pumpkin
flavouring, the PSL has gotten more
attention than ever this year.
From BuzzFeed articles to Twitter
hashtags and everything in between,

people have been obsessing over the
latte.
The amount of articles, posts and
conversations that have been created
around making every food “pumpkin
spiced” is overwhelming. It almost
seems as if the PSL is the epitome
of life from late September to early
November.
But is it really that good?
The latte itself is tasty at first, but
it’s not the best drink on Earth by
any means. Often the latte is made
in such a rush because of the influx
people in line, that all the unique
“spices” and “accents” are poorly
mixed into the caffeinated beverage
leaving it bland.
On top of that, the real pumpkin
pie garnishes can get old really
quickly, especially if you’re having
one or more a day — not to mention
the obvious stomach ache that would
ensue from all the heavy cream.

In all honesty, out of all the
seasonal drinks Starbucks offers
throughout the year, it kind of sucks.
Like most seasonal fads, it is the
idea of the PSL that makes people go
crazy more so than the actual drink
itself. Most people base the start of
fall on when the latte hits the Starbucks menu. The hype around its release gets guys and girls alike excited
for all the things fall represents.
While the PSL is available, so is the
colour changing of leaves, fall fashion, cooler weather and Thanksgiving, which triggers the craze. People
like to think that by drinking them,
they are consuming more and more
of the fall season with every sip —
regardless if that sip is tasty or not.
On top of that, the pumpkin spice
sprinkle atop fresh whipped cream
on a fall day background makes for a
very “like-able” Instagram picture.
So, is the pumpkin spice latte the

Like most seasonal fads, it
is the idea of the PSL that
makes people go crazy
more so than the actual
drink itself.

essence of fall? Not exactly — but it
can help you get in the mood. If a
creamy caffeinated beverage from
Starbucks means you feel good all
day.
However, if you don’t want anything to do with the drink and the
noticeable hype it brings, then feel
free to avoid Starbucks like it’s the
plague. The choice is yours.

Canada’s annual Walk of Fame
ceremony took place Oct. 18 in
Toronto. Hosted by Jason Priestley, the ceremony took place outside of the Sony Centre and saw
the induction of stars like Ryan
Reynolds, Rachel McAdams, The
Band and other noted Canadian
figures.
The Canadian Walk of Fame
started in 1998 as a non-profit,
registered charity that was created as a means to place tribute
and recognition for Canadian’s
achievements, both nationally
and globally. It has “grown into
a cultural event of its own distinctive character that embraces
the glamour of celebrity and
graciousness of our Canadian
personality.””

Hadfield’s book to
become a sitcom
Former Canadian Astronaut
Chris Hadfield is having a sitcom
based on his life.
Hadfield will have his first
book An Astronaut’s Guide to
Life on Earth be the basis for a
new television sitcom. Hadfield
told The Canadian Press he was
approached by Warner Brothers
about a year ago about interesting in his book being adapted to
the silver screen.
Hadfield added the sitcom
would be based on the difficult
and technical work of being an
astronaut, combined with the
demands of family life.

REFLECTION

Looking at immortality
SCOTT GLAYSHER
STAFF WRITER

The term “you only live once” means
a lot more than you think. Besides
being overused by everyone who
decides to go out the night before a
midterm or do anything remotely
crazy, it signifies something inevitable. The fact that you only live once
is a notion that may seem so basic it
hurts. But if you look a bit deeper, it
can be quite mind-boggling.
The average life expectancy for
males and females in Canada right
now is around 83 years, according to the World Factbook. That’s
pretty good on the world scale as
the overall life expectancy on planet
earth is 70.
Living for more than 75 per cent of
a century may seem like a long time,
but in the grand scheme of things it
is merely a blink in relation to Earth’s
history, hence the term popularized
term “YOLO.”
But what if you could live forever?
The question has been asked
hundreds of thousands of times by
philosophers and curious people
alike, with no real conclusive answer
being agreed upon, because of the
fact it’s physically impossible to live
forever. But for the sake of argument,
let’s just say you could live forever.
What would happen?
For starters, you have to look at
what nature would do to your body.
If you physically stopped aging then
you would be all right, but if you kept

LENA YANG/ CREATIVE DIRECTOR

aging without dying your body would
go through some massive changes.
You would become so old, shriveled
and decrepit that after a couple hundred years you would look like Gollum. Let’s say, however, this wasn’t
the case and you were mentally and
physically frozen in your early 20s.
Knowing that you would live forever would drastically change your
outlook on life.
Your fear of dying would go out
the window and you may live life
more carelessly.
Things like eating healthy, exercising and having to obey lifesaving
laws would not be a top priority. On
top of that, you would see a major
lack in ambition. Human ambition is
heavily fueled by the fact that we all
have a finite amount of time to become successful, hence why people
get university degrees and jobs as

soon as possible to ensure that their
needs can be satisfied early.
If you knew you could live forever,
the rush to be successful would be
put on the backburner and your procrastination would skyrocket.
Think about the amount of procrastination you do now over something like studying for a midterm or
completing an essay. Even if you are
an extremely proactive person, there
is no way you wouldn’t put things off.
At first thought, living forever
would be pretty awesome, but when
you think about it in greater detail,
maybe it wouldn’t be all it’s made
up to be. Things that are exhilarating
now would become pretty dull and
boring after thousands of years.
It is probably best to focus on the
present and live every day like it’s
your last. Plus, you could never say
‘you only live once’.
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Dear Life
Dear Life is your opportunity to write
a letter to your life, allowing you
to vent your anger with life’s little
frustrations in a completely public
forum.
All submissions to Dear Life are
anonymous, should be no longer
than 100 words and must be addressed to your life. Submissions
can be sent to dearlife@thecord.ca
no later than Monday at noon each
week.
Dear Life,
I miss lurking on the 2nd flood, late
night study sessions, candy runs,
and spontaneous yelling across bus
stations.
R: By the time you see this, it will
be almost exactly two months until
we’ll be reunited. I love you and miss
you, and I’m always there with you
in spirit while you’re kicking ass at
WLU.
Sincerely,
Tiny friend that meows.

Dear life,
Why isn’t there any clean water in
Africa?
Sincerely,
Anonymous
Dear Life,
A dear friend of mine has decided
he has been single long enough, and
is ready to mingle. Ladies, if you like
good conversation and suave hair,
then you might want to meet this
sociology whiz.
Sincerely,
If I didn’t do this he was going to take
out an ad.
Dear Life,
Well hello there people of life. Hope
you have a wonderful day!
Sincerely,
Don’t worry, be Happy
Dear Life,
Shout out to my Faculty of Music
friends! I miss you all dearly.
Sincerely,
Recent Alum.

Dear Life,
Whenever you feel sad, just remember that Unicorns poop rainbows.
Sincerely,
Frosted Tips Are Making A Comeback
Dear Life,
Why don’t people wear clothes made
out of windbreaker these days? Jeez
it’s like Sinbad never even existed.
Sincerely,
#Houseguestforbestpicture
Dear Life,
Here’s a quick tip: EVERYONE ELSE
HAS MIDTERMS AND ESSAYS TOO.
Sincerely,
So shut the fuck up about them
Dear Life,
Was it just me, or was that “RIP Wilf’s
Tuesday” just weird? And not like
good, quirky, funny weird. Just odd.
Sincerely,
Guess that’s why you get from a
WLUSU inside joke that 25 people
can enjoy!
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Spot the Saad
Every week The Cord will hide this picture of WLUSP president Dani Saad in an image. When you find him,
tweet at @cordnews using the hashtag #spottheSaad and tell us where he is.

Weekly Specials
Pabst Attack

BIGGIE-UP
ANY DAY ANY TIME

A BURGER AND BEER
FOR $4 BUCKS!
ADD FRIES FOR $2
ADD WINGS FOR $2
Present this coupon
at time of offering
Limit 1 per person. Offer does not
include applicable taxs. Not valid
if reproduced, sold or transfered.

$4.50/ tall can
Wednesday- all day
Friday & Saturday Before 11pm

$10 Pitchers

Thursday before 11pm

Dirty Burger Days

$2 Burgers and Wings $6.64/lb
Tuesday & Wednesday

#01

like us on
@chainsawlovers

$2 Buck Tuesdays
Sawdust and Beer at 28 King St N, Uptown Waterloo . 519-954-8660
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Addressing the misconception of a lack of creative
spaces on Laurier’s campus
There are several conceptions and
misconceptions about Wilfrid Laurier University. Some believe genuinely that there is a lack of study space
on campus, when perhaps they only
fail to look in the right place.
Some believe the small size of the
campus is a benefit, while others
think it’s a disadvantage.
Today, however, we turn our attention to the heavily misconceived idea
that Laurier’s campus lacks the right
amount, or the right quality, of oncampus creative outlets.
A creative outlet is commonly
described as a means of expressing otherwise untapped creative or
artistic energies.
It serves as a medium through
which students and professors alike
can go beyond their regular duties
in order to get in touch with their
more sentimental, poetic, creative or
artistic personas.
As mentioned previously, the
misconception here is not with the
definition of a creative outlet, but
with its materialization — or lack
thereof — at Laurier.
The naysayers believe that there is
simply a lack of substantial creative
outlets at Laurier.
They ignore the many mediums
on campus through which one’s
creativity can be expressed; in doing
so, they fail to go deeper than the
surface.
Such mediums include Golden
Hawk Films, which is a new campus
club that encourages “the creation
of films as a medium for storytelling
within the Laurier community,” and
encourages “local filmmakers, writ-

ers and actors to come and practice
their art.” Another medium (we say
this unostentatiously) is Wilfrid
Laurier Student Publications, under
which several smaller channels, such
as Radio Laurier and Blueprint, are
housed.
Perhaps, this misconception arises
from another, more ambiguous
misconception — one that supposes
creative outlets is reserved for those
in arts programs alone.
This could not be farther away
from the truth. You don’t need to be
in an arts program to explore your
creative tendencies, just as you don’t
need to be in science or philosophy
to think logically.
Better yet, perhaps this misconception springs up from the claim
by students that there aren’t enough
hours in a day and days in a week to
make room for some silly creative or
artistic passions.
This also is often far away from the
truth. There is very little doubt in our
minds that many of such students
spend much of their time not only on
tedious but necessary school work,
but on lower pleasures — pleasures
that are unable to do for the soul
what an exploration of creative passions are able to do.
With that said, the message here is
a simple one: there are several mediums on campus to express creativity,
however it may manifest for different
individuals and regardless of variances in programs; and it is vital for
students to develop or cultivate the
expressionist habit even in the face
of unforgiving schedules, and even
more unforgiving school work.

The ethereal conversation on The Cordian Immortality
The idea of immortality is one that
is prevalent across several cultures,
societies and religions.
In Christianity and Islam, for
example, a form of immortality is
promised to those believers who
have lived their lives with the utmost
regard for their respective Holy
Books and have done all that is good
in the eye of God while shunning all
that is bad.
In some other cultures, it is believed that soldiers who die in battle
go to a place of divine happiness and
are thus assured immortality.
Others conceive of immortality
not in the physical form but entirely
in the spiritual.
Therefore they believe, as Aristotle
did, that immortality manifests itself
in the realm of the metaphysical and
that the soul itself, and not the body,
is capable of achieving immortality.
Regardless of how you conceive
of immortality or whether you even
bother to do so, the prevalence of
some sort of rhetoric or belief in immortality is not proof of its existence.
After all, the dead are not here to
tell tales of their reincarnation, nor
are they able to truly tell us which
angels are manning the pearly gates
or if there are any angels there at all.
Nonetheless, for the sake of this
ethereal conversation, we shall as-

sert, as many have in the past and
continue to do today, that immortality is in fact a truism — one that is
attainable and isn’t reserved for the
most virtuous or righteous of humans, but to all humans, regardless
of whatever evil resides within them.
We shall assert that this immortality, which we call “The Cordian
Immortality,” exists just as much in
the physical as it does in the spiritual
and is able to persist in light of the
treachery of man, the tragedy of diseases, the impetuousness of nature
and the wrath of supreme deities.
Could it be said, then, that this
“Cordian Immortality” brings forth a
more altruistic version of humans, or
would it do the complete opposite?
Would it, for example, instil within
us the compelling desire to take
better care of our planet, since we’ve
become confined to live within it
forever and ever?
Would it lead us fast down the
path of irresponsibility and recklessness, or worse, would it lead towards
the path of indolence and idleness?
These are questions for which
there are no explicit answers, but it’s
true that knowledge of our impending mortality is what sometimes
causes us to put haste in efforts
to leave a substantial mark on the
world.

These unsigned editorials are based off informal discussions and then
agreed upon by the majority of The Cord’s editorial board, including the
Editor-in-Chief and Opinion Editor. The arguments made may reference
any facts that have been made available through interviews, documents
or other sources. The views presented do not necessarily reflect those of The
Cord’s volunteers, staff or WLUSP.
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Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications.
Contact Dani Saad, WLUSP President and Publisher
75 University Ave.W, Waterloo ON N2L 3C5
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Becoming media literate
heather davidson
photo editor

There is more than one side to every
story. We are all taught this in elementary school when learning about
empathy and respecting others.
However it seems that since then, a
lot of us have forgotten this lesson.
Our involvement with social
media means that more people than
ever have daily access to some form
of news, be it world issues or celebrity gossip. With this much information at our disposal, it is crucial that
we are careful to sift through it and
find the most important points.
Every day I see people posting
links to articles making wild the news
without actually taking time to read
what they are sharing. I have seen
this most recently with the cases of
Ebola that were discovered in North
America.
When the first man was diagnosed in Dallas, many people on my
Facebook newsfeed shared the same
article from Buzzfeed, claiming they
did not want to leave their houses or
that Canada should close its borders
to any incoming travellers.
It is these kinds of rash conclusions that lead to widespread inaccuracies. Just like the schoolyard
rumours that taught us to always
look at things from others’ perspectives, people’s one-sided opinions
can quickly be taken as facts.
This is why we need to make sure
we are aware of where we are getting
our information from, and look at
more than one source’s perspective

before trying to share information
with others. It is easy to look at popular media and absorb everything you
see.
We have a tendency as social
beings to follow what others do. It is
often hard to distinguish blatantly
problematic messages from those
that are more implicit.
For example, while you no longer
see the types of blatant sexism that
was allowed in advertisements in the
mid-20th century, the media is still
full of subtle hints of this nature.
From gender-typed children’s toys
and Halloween costumes to beer
commercials, advertisers have a way
of gently reminding us that men and
women are expected to act a certain
way. These things often seem so
innocent that they often go unnoticed, but it is examples like these
that perpetuate stereotypes. They are
indirect enough that people don’t
think to question them and instead
just accept them.
This is more dangerous than
overtly ill-natured messages because
it’s often so difficult to decide where
to draw the line.
This isn’t to say that you shouldn’t
trust the media. In working for a
newspaper, I hear a lot of people who
do not trust popular news sources,
saying that they intentionally look to
scandalize people and issues rather
than objectively relay events to a
wide audience.
This is also, I believe, not an appropriate approach to take. What I
am saying is that we need to be critical of what we are seeing and hearing
and make informed decisions about
the information that we choose to
accept and share with others.
Controversy and disagreement
should be encouraged if it means
people are actually taking the time

There needs to be a balance between believing
and promoting everything
that we read, and rejecting
all media as untrustworthy.

to research and form an opinion on
a topic. News media has a responsibility to ensure they are providing
the public with factual, unbiased
information.
At the same time, we as consumers need to understand that many
sources are biased in some way.
Advertising agencies are ultimately aiming to make a profit and
will present their information in a
way that will help them do so, even
if that information is exaggerated or
portrays negative ideals.
Major news publications, no matter how objective they try to be, are
ultimately created from the perspective of a few people from a certain
context, and should be taken in with
this in mind.
There needs to be a balance
between believing and promoting
everything that we read, and rejecting all media as untrustworthy.
The Internet, particularly social
media, allows us to spread knowledge faster than ever, and this can be
extremely beneficial.
But this means that now more
than ever we need to be conscientious when learning new information
and look at multiple sides to every
story, just like we were taught as kids.
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Letters to the Editor
Re: A case against
abortion
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My body, my
right to choose
Cara Peticca
Opinion columnist

Before I celebrated my 17th birthday
in 2008, I began menstruating. Coincidentally, a month later I had sex
for the first time. A month after that,
I found out I was pregnant; I chose to
have an abortion.
The process was not a simple solution. Retrospectively, it plays out in
slow motion. First, discovering that
two pink stripes on the test indicated
“positive” followed by explaining
the news to my boyfriend, who I had
known since I was 4.
Then, I spent all of my free time
on Google, researching the costs
of abortion, among other things
and how to raise another human
when I was still so dependent on my
own parents. I begged for answers
on public parenting forums and
distinctly recall a lady responding,
“Good for you!” on a day when I
wrote of my intention to keep the
baby, and my pro-life rationality was
particularly strong. As if another
uneducated, indecisive teenage
mother in a relationship that was 10
months new was exactly what the
world needed.
The ultrasound technician
smeared freezing blue gel across
my lower abdomen and pressed the
ultrasonic transducer to my skin as
we watched the screen, but nothing
was evident. She suggested I hold
my breath to slow the strength and
clarity of my own beating heart. I
stopped inhaling and, as the picture
became still, an infinitesimal flicker
appeared.
A tiny little dot appeared on the
screen: it ate what I ate, went where I
went and was completely dependent
on me to grow — not on my boyfriend who, although supportive, was
not the one housing an amalgamation of the two of us above his bladder. He was not the one who missed
prom because his dress didn’t fit
anymore. My body was changing,
my autonomy was under fire and my
own life was beginning to look a lot
like a worst-case scenario.
My family was helpful — they
consistently reminded me that I had
a choice, but they failed to acknowledge me as an individual in this
process.
Given the option was to either
keep or abort the child, the choice to
choose myself seemed to be the most
selfish option available.
The guilt is still unbearable. I
wasn’t part of an incredibly small

percentage of women who are
impregnated by rape. I could have attended university eventually despite
having a child and my health was not
threatened in any way. I considered
adoption but decided that I was not
comfortable with my child being
raised by society.
Just as abortion is not an alternative to contraception, adoption is not
a solution to accidental conception.
A 2007-2008 study released by The
Ministry of Children and Youth Services in Canada concluded that there
were over 18,500 children remaining in CAS care while a mere 822
children were adopted. There is not
a surplus of people hoping to adopt
children, and the foster care system
is frequently criticized for its inability
to provide children with permanent
and stable homes.
Moreover, the debate between
pro-choice and pro-life saturates
this dialogue while the overarching principle of reproductive rights
is overlooked. As a result, women’s
voices become lost in the battle to
justify their right to claim bodily
sovereignty.
The only reasoning necessary to
justify reproductive rights adheres
to humanitarian principles, not
religious, economic or political
ideologies.
I acknowledge the tiny dot on the
screen would have morphed into
what would currently be a beautiful
6-year-old — that idea will never go
away. I carry that weight with me
- that shame. Anyone who actively
pushes against reproductive rights
trivializes motherhood and lacks
compassion.
I’m thankful reproductive rights
are taken so seriously in Canada,
which has provided its citizens with
safe and effective methods in handling unplanned pregnancies.
Ideally, I wish someone had
told me that being intimate with
someone does not, by any means,
imply that you are forced to accept
the life-long responsibility of bearing
and nurturing another human being.
I wish the option to have an abortion was not described as a “choice”
for women seemingly incapable of
motherhood. I wish I had not been
subjected to aggressive pro-life approaches, all of which never failed
to remind me that I was some sort
of murderer. I wish the shame that
accompanies having to experience
an unwanted pregnancy at any age
did not exist.
Admitting to not being ready does
not evade my supposed responsibility to parent and I reject the
implication that my primary duty
as a woman is to bear a child. I will
decide what is best for my life and for
my body.

I’ll do my best to ignore the social
issue for now and focus on an area of
study I rather enjoy, enough to go to
university for it: biology. The argument that first caught my attention
was that because it lives inside of us
and has DNA, it must be considered
a life. Ignoring the fact that human
DNA isn’t as unique as we claim
(only about 0.1 to 0.4% of human
DNA differs from that of another),
then, by Mr. Gibara’s claim, a tumour
must also be considered a life and
should not be removed from within
the body, leaving the festering cancer
to grow.
The next argument, quality of life,
was somewhat addressed. Today,
there are genetic screenings that a
mother undergoes to determine the
health of her baby and to test for
any defects or disorders. As such, it
can be determined whether or not a
child would be born on death’s door,
existing for a few brief months or
years in pain, or needing constant
care and requiring attention and
potentially costing too much for a
family to afford.
Every situation is different and,
in this democracy, we should not
ignore the few because they’re so
few. They should not be looked down
upon because of their situation.
They are not monsters that killed an
innocent life, but women who made
a decision with a body that is entirely
their own.
It is not sexist for a woman to say a
man has no authority when it comes
to her body, nor is it sexist for a man
to say a woman has no authority
in his. If there is a healthy, stable
relationship in which a baby is conceived, then a discussion pertaining
to the child would be undertaken,

but the final decision is ultimately
the woman’s.
Pro-choice merely means that
women have a choice in their life
and their body and one mistake or
horrific event does not define them.
–Jill Nichols

Re: A case against
abortion
While I agree with the fact that no
voice should be silenced, expressing
that the “right thing to do” is to end
the ability for a woman to receive an
abortion is a misinformed opinion.
You state that in “most-cases,
women don’t just suddenly become
pregnant,” but actually, they do. Have
you ever experienced a rape where
you have been impregnated? Have
you experienced being in a loving
relationship where you are surprised
to find out that the contraceptives
you use have failed you? Have you
ever been to an abortion clinic only
to realize that most of these cases
are not young slutty girls who have
no regard to safe sex, but in fact
mothers, grandmothers, sisters and
daughters. These are women who,
because of the inability of others to
accept that terminating a pregnancy
is okay, do not speak of what they
went through.
By saying that the right thing to do
is to end the ability to provide abortions that need it, you too are going
against your own statement of no
voice being silenced.
–Stephanie Roy

Re: A case against
abortion
As a member of the student body,
myself and many others in the
Centre for Women and Trans People
and Rainbow Centers take issue with

“A case against abortion,” by Spencer
Gibara. The article is problematic
because the view presented is not so
much pro-life as it is anti-choice.
His “arguments” are filled with
faulty logic and baseless claims, with
more then a passing dismissal of
body sovereignty. The “poor people”
argument itself is a glaring ad absurdum fallacy, making the pro-choice
movement seem unreasonable by
constructing an argument that no
one ever made. As he holds a different point of view, he should not be
commenting on the “disingenuous”
intentions behind our arguments.
His ‘sexism’ remark is absolutely
true; my opinion is that people without uteruses should not be in the position of making comments or laws
regarding them. In the same way
that if there were a prostate debate,
I would be more than happy to stay
out of it. I do not have one, thus I am
not in the position to dictate terms of
use to them.
He is right when he says that there
is not a law regarding abortion in
Canada; there is no law formally
limiting or controlling access to
wabortion. This does not make them
illegal as he implies, it makes it just
not lawfully controlled, as for something to be illegal there must be a law
restriction.
I understand that this is an opinion piece, but the arguments are
questionable, his motives are dubious and his data is made up to support his point of view. He has in the
recent past made some sexist and
problematic public comments. He is
also a member of the Board of Directors at the Wilfrid Laurier University
Students’ Union, giving him a measure of authority that I find troubling
as it brings into question the board’s
point of view on the topic.
–Rebekah Adams
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Budget cuts tear into ‘pedagogical muscle’
... What is the point of
acquiring more net worth
if the money can never be
put toward the costs of
research and teaching?

GARRY POTTER
COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTOR

Academic units at Wilfrid Laurier
University have been asked to “model” cuts of five and seven per cent for
the 2015-16 academic year.
There are two crucial things
people should know about these
proposed cuts. First, they will very
seriously impact the core missions of
the university; that is, teaching and
research.
These five or seven per cent
cuts are a choice between utterly
disastrous and worse. Important
programs will have to be cut, staffing
levels will go down and class sizes
will increase.
The second crucial thing to know
about these cuts is that they are
entirely unnecessary.
One would think that proposing
such extreme cuts to the university’s
operating budget would be because
of dire financial emergency.
Nothing could be further from
the truth. Laurier has been steadily
increasing its net assets over the last
several years.
We have as of April 2013 total assets of $615 million. This is up $128
million since 2011.
Our total liabilities are only $574
million, giving us net assets of over
$47 million according to our audited
financial statements.
We have this abundance while
departments are counting paper
clips and the Faculty of Arts has
mandated that we cannot print our
course outlines for students because
we cannot afford it.
But we have just recently agreed to

JOSHUA AWOLADE/GRAPHICS EDITOR

purchase a shopping mall in Brantford for 5.8 million.
We also have a number of other
ambitious building plans on the
horizon and, of course, we’re still
talking about a whole new campus
in Milton.
How can we be rich and poor
simultaneously? Our net worth has
consistently grown over the last
decade at the same time as having a
series of austerity budgets.
Our operational budget is composed of many things but let us
consider just one item: the pension
deficit.
This accounts for approximately
ten per cent of the operations budget
each year.
We have this pension deficit (it has
its own complexity of actuarial and
legal details of course) for basically
two reasons.
First, the pension fund lost money

in its investments, and because the
administration took what is called a
“contribution holiday” for a number
of years.
The university is required by law to
keep the pension fund financially viable and thus to work towards paying
down the pension deficit.
The way the administration has
chosen to do this is through contributions from the operating budget.
But this, it must be emphasized,
is only one choice among many
possible others they could have
made.
It will be argued that the administration’s decision to deal with the
deficit through operational cuts is
simply elementary financial wisdom:
far better to impose cuts upon operations than cut into investments to
pay debts.
This is sound business logic, and
therein lies the profound flaw in

the reasoning: the university is not
primarily a business.
One can ask what is the point of
acquiring more and more net worth
if the money can never be put toward
the costs of research and teaching?
These proposed cuts would probably not be so disastrous had they
come after a decade of frivolous
spending.
However, we have had austerity
budgeting for years. Operational
surpluses produced by these budgets
have frequently been transferred to
capital investments.
Austerity budgeting has facilitated
the growth of assets and contributed
to the increase in our net worth.
But it has also strained our educational mission to the breaking point.
We are a long way beyond “trimming
fat.” Whatever fat that was there was
cut away long ago. We have been cutting into pedagogic muscle for quite

some time now.
The fact that students have been
able to see class sizes increase over
the years, but still fail to see a real
qualitative decline in educational
quality has been because of rather
heroic efforts by staff and faculty to
“do more with less.” We have gone
about as far as we can with this.
The cuts being presently modeled
penetrate right to the bone.
Laurier’s public relations people
can crank out sound bites about
leadership and excellence all they
like but the destination for the
budgeting train we are now on is
educational mediocrity.
My pride in Laurier refers to its
educational achievements — the
research produced by the faculty, the
learning acquired by the students
and their welfare and happiness —
not in regard to the size of our real
estate portfolio.
It is clear what needs to be done.
Instead of cuts to operations, we
need to liquidate and/or borrow
against our assets. We have a lot of
options to choose from.
The administration has not even
presented this to us as a possibility.
Rather they seem to have made a
dogmatic decision: to sacrifice Laurier’s primary missions of teaching
and research upon the altar of real
estate acquisition.

The Internet is merciless
SPENCER GIBARA
OPINION COLUMNIST

I don’t think I’ve ever witnessed
a controversy composed of such
a weird amalgamation of cultural
forces.
The issue of Gamergate has been
building for a few months now, and
it has me extremely glad that I left
video game culture in my past.
Gamergate managed to encompass everything that’s wrong with
the Internet into a massive frenzy of
vitriol and venom.
The lines have been drawn and the
victims have suffered real consequences that should leave everyone
shocked.
Zoe Quinn and Anita Sarkeesian
are two people most recently affected by the everlasting void of rage
found only in the bowels of the most
popular Internet forums.
They’ve become the target of every
form of verbal and emotional abuse
there is, and it’s some of the most
depressing filth I’ve ever read.
Feminists and video game enthusiasts have been attacked over
the most trivial of things and it’s
now evolved into a massive Internet
campaign.
My first knowledge of this controversy came about when I learned
the forces on Tumblr were uniting
behind these two girls and aimed
to defend them from their online
bullies.
My gut reaction when I hear Tumblr takes a side is almost always to

strongly disagree with them.
At first I thought these two girls
must have done something pretty
egregious to have both Reddit and
4Chan so frustrated with them.
But as I started to read up on it, I
learned just how badly these women
have been treated over absolutely
nothing.
In Quinn’s case, she was accused
online of cheating on her boyfriend
with a video game journalist in order
to gain a favourable review for her
video game.
Although this turned out to be
untrue, even if it were the case, what
ensued were threats of rape and
murder and even escalated to inappropriate phone calls to her house.
This can only be described as utterly
outrageous.
Quinn’s independent game was
about her depression, and the
“expert psychologists” on the 4Chan
and Reddit forums simply dismissed
her state of mind and began to hurl
every ounce of negativity they could
at her.
Sarkeesian was also roped into
the controversy due to her making
YouTube videos about how women
are represented in video games.
Again, this is a pitiful excuse for
outrage, and the reaction was both
uncalled for and despicable. She has
even received bomb threats because
of her point of view.
These actions have amounted to
near total condemnation of the video
game industry as misogynistic, however I take issue with that too.
There’s no question that what
these two woman have had to deal
with is evil.
However I don’t think this represents patriarchy, especially since it’s
coming from such a small but vocal

minority.
I think this represents the problem
of people thinking they’re invincible
behind a keyboard.
These online bullying tactics are
more common than one might think,
and although this case has managed
to reach such exacerbated proportions, I’d argue that it’s more indicative of the sheer number of people
involved.
I’m a member of an online forum
where, although the discussion is
supposed to focus around hip-hop
music, it can devolve into users
trying to find personal details about
each other.
The Internet is a merciless place just look at the comment section of
any popular video.
I couldn’t differ more from the
victims’ philosophical views, but
someone having a different opinion
then me, under no circumstances,
warrants that type of reaction.
Ironically, those who have attacked them for their cause have
actually built up their prevalence on
social media.
Now, their feminist views about
the gaming industry have become
fully realized and are gaining support.
The conflict isn’t over yet, but the
tides are starting to turn. People in
the gaming industry have unanimously condemned these bully
tactics, and that is a strong step to
eliminating the problem.
Having a point of view is not a
crime, and when it leads to this
level of destructiveness, it shines
a bright light on the immaturity
scurrying around the online world.
These events are tragic and show the
already well-known fact: the Internet
is far, far from civil.
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Heartbreaking loss in Hamilton
Josh Peters
sports Editor

The Wilfrid Laurier University men’s
baseball team entered the Ontario
University Athletics playoff weekend with a regular season record of
14-4 and high hopes of repeating as
champions.
Unfortunately, they saw their season come to an end in a semi-final
loss to the Waterloo Warriors last
Saturday night.
The squad opened up the doubleelimination tournament Friday night
against Waterloo, and lost by a score
of 6-3.
This made the road tougher for
the Hawks, as they would be forced
to win three straight games on Saturday if they wanted to advance to
the finals.
Head coach Scott Ballantyne
stressed the importance of the Friday
game in the ultimate result, and
chalked the loss up to execution.
“We had a pretty good mindset
going in, but we made a few too
many mistakes. [Waterloo] capitalized every time we made a mistake
and got a couple of hits with men on
base,” he said.“We had lots of opportunities ourselves but couldn’t get
the big hit. It was certainly frustrating
and we knew that it was going to be
a long haul ahead of us coming on
Saturday.”
With that loss the club would be

heather davidson/photo editor

the men’s baseball team failed to repeat as champions over the weekend, as they were eliminated by Waterloo.

forced to beat Western, Guelph and
Waterloo on Saturday in order to
meet Brock in the finals. According
to Ballantyne, there was no lack of
motivation to play Western — one of
the team’s biggest rivals throughout
the year.
“Everybody came ready to go on
Saturday. It does not take much to
get up against a team like Western who we had some pretty good
rivalries with over the last number of
years,” he said.

A grand slam and a great pitching
performance by Brett Van Pelt surged
the Hawks to a 10-0 victory over the
Mustangs.
They then travelled to Burlington
to take on Guelph, ultimately winning that decision with a final score
of 8-4. The team would travel to
Hamilton after playing 18 innings for
a 7:30 p.m. start against the Warriors.
The combination of great pitching by
Waterloo and a tired Laurier offence
proved to be the recipe for the end of

the Hawks season.
“It was an up and down day but
our guys played really well and hung
together. I’m proud of them,” said
Ballantyne.
The two captains of the team —
pitcher Jordan Petruska and outfielder Jonathon Brouse — described
the weekend as a mix of emotions.
“When you get into a tournament
or playoffs like that, it’s just a roller
coaster. You just have to go with the
flow. You just have to keep focused

soccer

Playoff-bound
Drew Yates
staff writer
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Women’s soccer will begin defending their championship title Saturday.

The Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks
women’s team is entering into familiar territory.
After closing out their season with
a dominant 7-0 victory against the
Brock Badgers, the Hawks finish second behind the Western Mustangs,
earning the playoff bye game.
First-year midfielder Nicole Lyon
picked up a natural hat trick and
fourth-year striker Emily Brown
picked up her 21st goal of the season
against Brock. This was a milestone
for Brown.
Brown’s goal tied her for first in the
Ontario University Athletics scoring
list, and ties the OUA modern day
record with 63 goals in her career.
First-year Maxine Murchie also
scored two in her return to the lineup
and midfielder Jacqueline Lence also
scored, showcasing the Hawks lineup
depth.
The Hawks also defeated the
Guelph Gryphons on Oct. 15-2-1.
They end their season with a 12-1-3
record — the best record they have
finished with in the last five years.
For head coach Barry McLean,
earning a playoff bye game is massive.
“It’s a huge thing, you get the week
and prepare for a game but also
finishing first is huge because you
would avoid York or Western in your
first playoff game. The results on the
weekend are big,” he said.
With the top three teams in the
OUA West being so close on the
standings, separated by only two
points between them, it was imperative for the Golden Hawks to win their
final game in order to secure the playoff bye. According to McLean, beating
Brock meant that the Hawks finish no
lower than second place.
Lyon stressed the need to return to

basics when making a deep run into
the playoffs and finding success.
“We definitely have to stay calm.
In a couple of these games we start
to rush things and take some of our
opponents lightly. We have make
our passes on the ground and do the
simple things and I think that’s how
we’ll have our success,” she said.
According to McLean, the Hawks
haven’t been playing the game that
they normally play, which he hopes
will return in time for their quarterfinal game.
He noted that there will be a lot of
work that needs to be done in preparation for the playoffs this coming
weekend.
First-year Julie Karn is working
hard to get herself ready for next
week. According to Karn, it’s crucial
for the Hawks to play as a team and
getting back to playing their game.
“I know everyone really wants it
so I think we’re going to really come
together especially getting into playoffs and play it simple, passing and
give-and-go’s,” she said.
To Karn, the keys to success are
working hard in practices, and taking
every game seriously. Regeneration is
also really important.
By securing second place, the
Hawks will play the York Lions if York
wins their playoff game against the
McMaster Marauders.
If McMaster upsets York, Laurier
will play the winner between the
Windsor Lancers and the Guelph
Grypons.
The Hawks are 5-0-1 against these
potential playoff opponents during
the regular season.
The Hawks will play their quarterfinal match at University Stadium
on Sunday, Oct. 26. The girls take to
the pitch at 1 p.m as they begin their
journey to defend their OUA championship.

and keep your eye on the prize and
give it your all,” said Petruska.
“It is tough to play three nineinning games in a day,” said Brouse.
“Maybe we did physically run out of
gas a bit, but what I was impressed
with was that even when we were
tired, our guys didn’t run out of emotion. We didn’t run out of passion to
win … everybody was still motivated
and up until the last pitch.”
Ballantyne felt as if the weekend
was a great learning experience for
his club.
“I think we learned a lot about
ourselves in terms of gutting it out
in three straight games in one day. I
feel pretty confident that we will be
in a good spot next year and have
another strong team,” he said.
Looking forward to next season,
the Hawks will lose their ace, Brett
Van Pelt, who is graduating but will
have a large returning core of players
including their two captains and the
majority of their pitching staff.
Brouse believes that being eliminated by their cross-town rivals, and
failing to repeat will be motivation
for next year.
“When you win, it’s not that you
don’t work as hard, but when you
lose I think it teaches you a lot more
and fuels your fire a little bit as a
team and individually towards working a little bit harder… it is going to
serve a purpose for next year and
down the road,” he said.
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‘A true competitor’
Fourth-year pitcher Jordan Petruska is a vocal leader
josh peters
spots editor

When asked what words his teammates would use to describe him,
fourth-year pitcher Jordan Petruska
did not hesitate in answering.
“Really intense, really focused and
a true competitor who always has his
teammates’ back,” he said.
His teammate and fellow team
captain, outfielder Jonathan Brouse
did not have any objections.
“I would agree with that 100 per
cent. He’s a great leader, he’s very
vocal and he’s a great teammate,”
Brouse said. “He’s a very passionate
guy.”
Petruska is a pivotal part of what
is possibly the best pitching rotation
in Ontario. He, along with the rest
of the pitching staff, are some of the
toughest pitchers to deal with in the
province.
“Me, Brett Van Pelt, Andrew
Zeidens, Adam McBride — we all gel
well together on and off the field,”
he said. “Just that chemistry of being
part of the pitching staff really helped
us be one of the dominating forces in
[Ontario University Athletics].”
At the end of August, Petruska
was asked what his goal was for the
season. Instead of mentioning any
individual stats, he simply said he
wanted to go undefeated for a sec-

ond straight year, so he could help
the team win.
He achieved that, going 4-0 during
the year. His individual stats were
impressive as well; he had a 2.45 ERA
and the third most wins in the province, two of which were complete
games.
He finished in the top five in
strikeouts in the OUA with 29. As the
season ended this past weekend,
Petruska remained humble.
“My goal was to go undefeated
and I did accomplish that … but as
a team leader, focusing on winning
each game is paramount to individual stats,” he said.
He finishes the 2014 campaign as
an OUA semi-finalist — a year after
claiming the championship.
In the playoff tournament this
past weekend, the team needed to
win three nine-inning games in one
day in Hamilton. They won the first
two against Western and Guelph but
failed to knock off Waterloo in a late
night battle.
However, during the contest
against Guelph, the team blew a
three run lead and responded with
four runs immediately after. Head
coach Scott Ballantyne saw one
player stand tall when the team
needed to respond.
“Jordan Petruska especially, who
is the more vocal of our two captains,

was doing his best to get everybody
up and continue to fight. The Guelph
game showed a lot of leadership
from guys like Jordan,” he said.
Petruska’s fellow captain also
praised his ability to get the guys going in tough situations.
“When he gives a speech and he
gets the guys going, it’s pretty inspiring stuff,” said Brouse.
Petruska admits the new role of
team captain introduced him to a
new kind of leadership he did not
feel in previous seasons with the
team.
“I felt like in first year, second year
and even third year, my notion of being one of the team leaders was just
that you lead by example. But this
year, as a captain, you always have
to be motivating. When you’re not
you have to say the right things and
be ready to light that spark in each
batter and each defensive player,”
he said.
Petruska plans on returning for his
fifth and final year with the Golden
Hawks next season and is confident
he has the ingredients for another
successful year.
“Keep training hard, keep going
to the gym, keep growing and keep
maturing. Just staying focused, and
getting lucky I guess too. You need
luck sometimes in baseball as well,”
he said.

Will huang/photo editor

Jordan Petruska finished the year with the third-most wins in Ontario.

rugby

Ending a five-year playoff drought

A year after posting a record of 0-8, the men’s rugby team is now 3-4, securing a playoff spot
Kobi Lee
Staff Writer

The Wilfrid Laurier University men’s
rugby team played a critical game
last Saturday against the University
of Toronto Varsity Blues.
The club came away with the victory by a score of 43-5 and clinched
a playoff spot for the first time since
2009.
The Hawks were hesitant in the
first, and drew a lot of knock-on calls.
However, they were able to finish the
half on a high note and took a 17-0
lead going into the second half of the
game.
The second half saw an even
stronger showing. The team was able
to score a total of four tries in just
ten minutes and extended their lead
to 43-0.
The Blues scored a try in the last
five seconds to put themselves on the
board, preventing a Golden Hawk
shutout at home.
Third-year left wing Andrew
Thomson was instrumental in the
victory, recording four tries for the
Hawks, earning him 20 of the 43
points for Laurier.
Although the team looked to have
a rocky start, head coach Ian McLeod
felt as if they picked up the pace as
the game went on, especially the
veterans.
“I think we were very nervous in
the first half and I think that explains
a lot of the knock-ons, spills and sort
of not generating. But [the veterans]
stepped up,” he said.
“All the veterans of the team really
played solid and carried the weight
when we needed it.”
The Hawks rugby team now awaits
the playoffs with one more game left
in the season and a 3-4 record.
This comes a year after finishing with one of the worst seasons in
recent memory, with an 0-8 record
in 2013.
Coach McLeod was brought in
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Andrew Thomson (above) had four tries in the win against the University of Toronto Varsity Blues as the Hawks came away with a lopsided 42-5 victory.

over the summer to turn the team
around and is thrilled with the win.
“It’s great [making playoffs].
I mean that was the goal at the
beginning of the year and we have
achieved that goal so we will see,”
he said.
“Now that we have advanced, anything can happen and we will do our
best to try and extend that playoff
run. I am really proud of the guys —
they did a great job.”
Thomson is also pleased with
landing a playoff spot.
“We are all extremely excited [to
make the playoffs]. It’s really big” he
said.
However, he feels that they have

some work to do on the field before
they get there.
“We need to keep our emotions
contained,” he said.
“In the first half things weren’t
always going our way. We were losing control a bit and as you can see it
didn’t come together very well, but
once we got our emotions controlled
we rallied and came back.”
Going into the next game, McLeod
said he is going to give some of the
starters a rest and give other an opportunity to take the field before the
playoffs begin.
“Next game will be interesting
because we have one more league
game so what we are going to do

is probably play some seniors that
haven’t had a chance to start and rest
our starters,” he said.
“We won’t really worry too much
about the outcome because it can’t
influence where we finish so we’ll
just have some fun with it.”
The Hawks will play in their final
game of the 2014 regular season on
Oct. 24 at in Guelph.
Guelph currently sits second in
the OUA with a record of 5-1.
While the game does not have
many implications for the Hawks, the
Gryphons will be fighting for a first
round bye in the playoffs and will
likely play their starters
Kickoff is set for 7 p.m.

“That was the goal at the
beginning of the year, and
we achieved that goal.”

-Ian McLeod, men’s rugby
head coach
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Hawks drop two straight on the road
JOSH PETERS
SPORTS EDITOR

This season’s tough schedule has
finally caught up with the Wilfrid
Laurier University men’s football
team.
The club is enduring what is possibly the most difficult three weeks of
matchups in Ontario.
They headed to both London and
Hamilton to face two of Canada’s
best teams, the Western Mustangs
and the McMaster Marauders. The
lost by scores of 61-20 and 27-10,
respectively.
They will face another difficult
team, the Guelph Gryphons, at home
on Oct. 25.
The Hawks were dubbed the
10th-best team in the country
heading into London and now find
themselves at 4-3, clinging to the
sixth and final playoff spot in Ontario
University Athletics. At this time last
year, the Hawks were 1-6.
The Mustangs, who are now 5-2
after a loss to Guelph, dismantled the
Golden Hawks by a score of 61-20 on
Oct. 9.
Laurier was simply not ready for
the power the Mustangs brought to
the offensive and defensive side of
the ball.
“They are a powerful team, you
can see why they are in the elite
class in the OUA,” said head coach
Michael Faulds after the loss to
Western.
The loss was a wake up call for the
Hawks defence, as they went into
Hamilton to face the Marauders, only
allowing the undefeated offence to
score 27 points. This is the fewest
amount of points that McMaster,
who is now 7-0, has been able to
score this year.

“It’s [a] must-win. Defence
has to play like they did
today and offensively we
have to play like we did a
couple weeks ago.”

-Michael Faulds, football head coach
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Men’s football suffered their second straight loss at the hands of the McMaster Marauders on Saturday afternoon.

Second-year linebacker Nakas
Onyeka had 11 tackles in his first
start, including two for a loss. He attributed the strong defensive play to
a good week of practice.
“Coach Faulds said it best as soon
as we lost [last week]. We had to
have played harder, we had to have
made improvements,” he said. “On
Wednesday we probably had our
best practice of the year. I think it
starts and ends with that.”
Top Canadian Football League
prospect Chris Ackie also poured in
11 tackles in the loss.
Unfortunately, the crushing defeat
at Western failed to light a fire under

the Hawks offence in Hamilton, as
they looked overpowered by a strong
McMaster defence.
Quarterback James Fracas was
rushed out of the pocket on several
occasions on Saturday and was unable to find any options downfield
for most of the game.
After finding wide receiver
Greg Nyhof early in the game for
a touchdown, Fracas threw three
interceptions over the course of the
tilt and completed less than half of
his passes, as he went 13 for 28 in
Hamilton.
As the leader of the offence,
Faulds believes Fracas needs to work

on staying focused in tough situations.
“We started off really well the first
couple of drives. He makes a great
touchdown pass … and then we
have the one mistake throwing the
interception in the second quarter,”
Faulds said. “Whether you throw a
touchdown pass or an interception,
you have to move on to the next
play.”
McMaster also has four fifth-year
players in their defensive secondary,
which proved to be a major reason
why Fracas had such a difficult time
finding open receivers in the open
field.

Running back Dillon Campbell
quietly picked up 129 yards in Hamilton, however he had his first game
without a touchdown. According
to Faulds, the minimalized rushing
threat was due to the lack of fear the
Hawks passing game imposes on
elite clubs.
“What happens is they expect the
run, so they really start to key in on
it,” he said.
“Once they realize that you are
not as much of a threat to open up
through the passing game, now they
are really going to try to stuff the
run.”
The Hawks now look ahead to
their final game of the season at
home against the Gryphons, who
now sit at 6-1.
Depending on what happens with
the Gryphons, an enormous series of
tie break scenarios ensue, including
possible visits to Western or Windsor. The Hawks could even end up
hosting a playoff game at University
Stadium and will face either Ottawa,
Windsor or Carleton on Saturday
November 1.
“It’s [a] must-win,” said Faulds.
“Defence has to play like they did
today and offensively we have to play
like we did a couple weeks ago.”
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VOTE on October 27 for

ANDREW
TELEGDI

When I see unfairness, I foster fairness.
When I see exclusion, I work for inclusion.
When I see injustice, I fight for justice.

for Waterloo Regional Councillor

To the University Community

I came to Canada as a refugee with my family after the
Hungarian Revolution in 1956.
Ten years later I was an out-of-town student at the
University of Waterloo.
As a Student:
* Lived at Waterloo Co-operative Residence Incorporated
and was part of the team that spearheaded the Phillip
Street expansion.
* Was president of the Federation of Students leading the
campaign in 1974 to address the student housing crisis
by erecting a “tent city” on campus.
* Helped secure student funding for Klemmer
Co-operative Daycare and WPIRG.
* Fought for academic freedom.
* Served on the Senate at UW.
After leaving university, I was the founding executive
director of Youth in Conflict with the Law, where I am once
again employed. Besides the many community boards I
served on such as The Working Centre, I was the chair of
the Basic Job Readiness Training Program for Conestoga
College.
I served on Waterloo City and Regional Council from 1985 to 1993.
As a Waterloo City and Regional Councillor:
* Worked on establishing a student housing bylaw that included a
licensing and fire prevention inspections.
* Successfully fought for a policy that put this region in the forefront
on water conservation, management and ground water protection.
* Initiated the Mayor’s Race Relations Committee and the Region’s
Crime Prevention Council.
* Served on the Board of Governors at WLU.
I served as the Member of Parliament for Waterloo from 1993 to
2008.
As an MP:
* Along with fellow MP John English, set up the influential Postsecondary Liberal Caucus Committee.
* Organized a 600-person, 12-bus convoy from Waterloo to
Montreal to demonstrate our support for a united Canada on the
eve of the Quebec referendum on separation.
* Convened meetings in 1996/97 involving the emerging high-tech
sector, our post-secondary institutions, the business sector and the
local governments, resulting in the founding of Communitech.
* Championed same-sex marriage.
* Advocated for the control and legalization of marijuana.
* Helped secure funding for CIGI, PI, quantum and nano technologies.
* Secured for Canadians the right to refuse ad mail from Canada Post.
* Worked to stop bank mergers and preserve jobs in the insurance
industry.
* Served as chair for the Standing Committee of Citizenship and
Immigration and was also a member on the following
parliamentary committees: Human Rights, Justice, Canadian
Heritage, Public Accounts and Library of Parliament.
* Served as Parliamentary Secretary, Citizenship and Immigration
under former Prime Minister Jean Chretien and Parliamentary
Secretary, Aboriginal Affairs for the former Prime Minister Paul
Martin, who noted in his autobiography Hell or High Water (2008),

www.voteonkwlrt.ca

“Andrew Telegdi was not only an expert on immigration, he was
hugely helpful in dealing with the challenges of Canada’s Aboriginal
people and was from the beginning, a driving force behind the
government’s science and technology agenda.”
Recognition for Community Service:
* Honourary lifetime member of Communitech.
* Recipient of the 2013 K-W Multicultural Centre “Inclusion and Equity
Award.”
* Named as Waterloo Region’s most trusted politician by Echo
Magazine, 2008.
* Appointed to Privy Council.
Waterloo Region doesn’t have oil or precious mineral resources, but
it has something that is much more important, “Canadian Intellectual
Property” - produced by our universities, college and high-tech and
advanced manufacturing sectors. Investment in education, research
and innovation will secure our economic future and improve our world.
I am known for standing up for what I believe in ; I ask tough questions and do not accept the status quo or easy answers. Restoring
public trust in our elected officials is vital.
The best investment we can make is to invest in post-secondary
education. As a dad of a daughter who is thinking about embarking
on her third degree, I am aware of the expenses involved both for
tuition and out-of-town living expenses.
As your Waterloo Regional Councillor, I would continue to work for a
prosperous community of equity and inclusion.

telegdi@voteonkwlrt.ca

www.telegdi.net

Telephone: 519-746-7902

